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How to use your Knowledge Organiser for Home Learning 

 Knowledge Organisers  contain critical knowledge that you must know

 It will help you recap, revisit and revise what you learn in lessons so that you remember it in the long term

 You will use your Knowledge Organiser for most of your homework, but you can also do extra self-study to develop

your long term memory

 You MUST have your book with you every day and in every lesson as it will be used alongside your learning

For homework: 

 You will need to follow the homework timetable so you do the correct subjects on the correct day.

 You will be asked to look at a specific section of your Knowledge Organiser

 Your homework will be cover – write –check

This should take about 15 – 20 mins per subject. 

 You must write the subject and date in your homework book

 You need to underline the subject and title as per lessons

 The knowledge learnt will be assessed throughout each cycle in lesson time

 Your form tutors will check that the work has been completed

 There will be rewards for excellent work and sanctions for work not completed
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HOME LEARNING PLAN: 

 Your homework will be set every Monday on Class Charts

 Your homework book will be checked by your tutor every Monday after each week’s homework to check you have

evidence of your home learning

 Evidence can be highlighted notes, mind-maps, diagrams, flashcards

 The section of homework you need to learn from your Knowledge Organiser will be on Class Charts as normal

 Your tutor will give rewards for excellent home learning evidence, but there will also be a consequence for not

completing the work or not having your book

 There will be an after school detention set for the Tuesday evening to complete your work if it has not been done

 You will be tested on what you have learnt by your subject teachers in your lessons

 Completing your home learning is YOUR responsibility
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Literacy Knowledge Organiser
Books to read this term – 

Northern Lights by Philip Pullman 
The Read Scrolls of Magic by 
Casandra Clare 
The Sleeper and the Spindle by Neil 
Gaiman 

Homophones are words that 
sound the same but are spelt 
differently and have different 
meanings. 'Their', 'they're' and 
'there' are homophones that often 
confuse people. 

‘Their’ means it belongs to them, 
eg "I ate their sweets." 

‘They're’ is short for 'they are' eg 
"They are going to be cross." 

‘There’ refers to a place, eg "I'm 
going to hide over there." 

“The more that you read, the more things you 
will know. The more that you learn, the more 
places you’ll go.” 
Dr Seuss 

SPAG Reminder for the term – 

Sentences provide us with the framework for 
the clear written expression of our ideas. The 
aim in writing is always to write in complete 
sentences which are correctly punctuated. 
Sentences always begin with a capital letter and 
end in either a full stop, exclamation or question 
mark. 
 A complete sentence always contains a verb, 
expresses a complete idea and makes sense 
standing alone. 
To check that you are writing in complete 
sentences, try reading your sentences aloud, 
pausing as indicated by the punctuation. Can 
each sentence stand alone as a complete 
thought? If further information is needed to 
complete the idea, then it is not a complete 
sentence. 
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x 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

2 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 

3 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 

4 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 

5 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 

6 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72 

7 7 14 21 28 35 42 49 56 63 70 77 84 

8 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72 80 88 96 

9 9 18 27 36 45 54 63 72 81 90 99 108 

10 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 

11 11 22 33 44 55 66 77 88 99 110 121 132 

12 12 24 36 48 60 72 84 96 108 120 132 144 

Key terms 

Sum – the answer to an addition question 

Difference – the answer to a subtraction question 

Product – the answer to a multiplication question 

Quotient – the answer to a division question 

Symbols 
= Equals, the same as   
≠ Not equal to 
≈ Approximately equal to  

≡ Identically equal to  
< less than      
> greater than 
≤ less than or equal to        
 ≥ greater than or equal to  

Prime 

numbers 

2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 

13, 17, 19. 23, 

29, 31, 37, 41, 

43, 47, 53, 59, 

61, 67, 71, 73, 

79, 83, 89, 97 

… 

Key Concept A square root is the 

opposite of a square number, so 10 is the 

square root of 100 

Cube numbers 
1 x 1 x 1  = 1 
2 x 2 x 2 = 8 
3 x 3 x 3 = 27 
4 x 4 x 4 = 64 
5 x 5 x 5 = 125 
6 x 6 x 6 = 256 
7 x 7 x 7 = 343 
8 x 8 x 8 = 512 
9 x 9 x 9 = 729 
10 x 10 x 10 = 1000 
 

Square numbers 
1 x 1 = 1 
2 x 2 = 4 
3 x 3 = 9 
4 x 4 = 16 
5 x 5 = 25 
6 x 6 = 36 
7 x 7 = 49 
8 x 8 = 64 
9 x 9 = 81 
10 x 10 = 100 
 

Useful words 

Factors – the numbers that 

divide exactly into a given 

number 

Multiples – the times tables 

of a number 

Double – multiply by 2 

Halve – divide by 2 

Treble/triple – multiply by 3 

Even – divisible by 2 

Odd – not divisible by 2 
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 Decreasing/descending/getting smaller  Increasing/ascending/getting bigger → 

Negative    Positive 

Fractions 
Fraction – part of a whole number 
or item 
Denominator – how many parts 
the whole thing is split into 
(bottom) 
Numerator – the number of those 
parts you have (top) 
Equivalent – has the same value 

Command words 
Calculate/evaluate/find/work out/give mean 
find the answer 
Simplify means write in a different, more 
simple way 
Estimate/approximate means use 
appropriate rounded values to find an 
answer

Describing numbers 

Numerals – a number written down not in words (e.g. 3 or 40) 

Digit – the numerals 0 to 9 

Integer – whole numbers (e.g. 2 or 64) 

Decimals – numbers between two whole numbers on a number line 

(e.g. 4.7 or 3.59) 

Place value – The position of the digit in the number that tells you 

how much it is worth (e.g. the 4 in the number 432 is worth four 

hundred) 

Scale and metric 

measurements 

Millimetre (mm) – the 

thickness of a credit card 

Centimetre (cm) – the width 

of a fingernail 

Metre (m) – the length of a 

guitar 

Kilometre (km) – the distance 

you can go in around 12 

minutes walking 
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A Christmas Carol – Charles Dickens (1843) 
 
 

 

  

THEMES 

EVENT > CHARACTER > THEME > EFFECT 

 

We are introduced to the cold-hearted Scrooge who 
is uncharitable and cruel 

He is in his counting house when Fred and charity 
workers appear and he treats them horribly 

At home, the ghost of Marley appears to warn him 
he must change 
 

The Ghost of Christmas Past appears and shows 
Scrooge how merry he was 

We see that Scrooge was neglected as a child in a 
boarding school 

We see his kind-hearted  boss, Fezziwig  
His past relationship with Belle ended because he 

was scared of poverty 
 

The Ghost of Christmas Present appears and shows 
Scrooge how everybody else celebrates Christmas 

We see the poverty-stricken Cratchit family and 
how happy they are at Christmas time 
 

 

PLOT SUMMARY 

STAVE ONE 

STAVE TWO 

STAVE THREE 
  

RESPONDING TO 

 THE QUESTION 

There will be an extract along with a question to answer. 
Make sure you answer both bullet points in the question. 

CONCLUSION 

 

 

  

  

 

Dickens’ family was middle-class, 
but he knew what it was like to be 
poor. When he was 12, his father was 
imprisoned for debt. His family 
became so poor that he had to work 
in a factory. 

Dickens’ experience of poverty 
made him critical of the way Victorian 
society treated its poorest people. 

 

CONTEXT 

Christianity had a strong influence 
on many areas of Victorian life. People 
followed a strict moral code. 

Dickens’ view of Christianity was 
different – he believed that to be a good 
Christian, people should seek out 
opportunities to do good deeds for other 
people.  

At the start of the 19th century, 
Christmas was hardly celebrated at all; 
but the end of it, it was widely 
celebrated. Many traditions became 
important. 

RELIGION AND CHRISTMAS POVERTY AND EDUCATION 
Living conditions were awful; many 

people had moved from the 
countryside to the cities in search of 
factory work. As a result, the 
population of cities grew rapidly. 

Most migrants ended up living in 
slums where there were not proper 
sewage systems. There was much 
hunger, disease, and crime. 

Dickens believed that education 
was the solution to poverty: he 
supported the Ragged Schools 
(research this!) 

DICKENS’ LIFE THOMAS MALTHUS 

He believed that poverty was 
inevitable: he thought that human 
population would always exceed food 
supply. 

Dickens disagreed with Malthus, 
claiming that there would be plenty to go 
around is the rich were more generous. 
He thought it was wrong that the poor 
were too selfish to share their wealth  

EMBED YOUR CONTEXTUAL KNOWLEDGE 
INTO YOUR WHY SECTION 

 

LANGUAGE STRUCTURE  

 

What? (use key words from question) 

How? 
(technique/quote/language/structure) 

Why? (effect/inference – link to  

reader/context/writer’s intention) 

 

 

 

Give an overview of the character or 
theme that the question is asking about 

Explain why Dickens created this 
character/theme/novella by considering 
what we are meant to learn 

Reiterate your points, using 
key words from the question 

Briefly analyse what we learn 
from the use of this. 

MAIN BODY 
X5 

  

REVISION 

Create a mind map for each 
character with key information, key 
quotes and the themes they relate 
to. Memorise the themes and their 
significance. Learn KEY QUOTES 

   

TOP TIPS 

Watch different versions of the film 
and learn all key events 

 

 

 

CHARACTERS 

TOP TIPS 
You can access good marks with a really solid 
knowledge of the plot, the characters and how 

the characters are presented 

CHALLENGE: Identify a quotation 
for each of the adjectives used to 

describe the characters 

Ebenezer Scrooge 

Bob Cratchit Jacob Marley Ghost of 
Christmas Past 

Ghost of Christmas 
Present 

Ghost of Christmas 
Yet To Come 

Fred Fan Fezziwig Belle Tiny Tim 

Selfish 

Greedy 

Ignorant 

Miserly  
Destitute  
Mi th

  
 

Generous 

Joyful 
Grateful 
Enlightened 

Kind 

Jovial 
 

Scrooge fears the Ghost of 
Christmas Yet To Come 

The ghost shows him how his 
dead body is mistreated 

The Cratchit’s mourn Tiny Tim’s 
death 

Scrooge sees his grave and 
begs for forgiveness  
 

Scrooge wakes in his bed on 
Christmas day 

He is elated and asks a boy to 
buy the prize turkey for the 
Cratchit family 

Scrooge walks down the street 
and offers a large donation to the 
charity collection 

He is changed: redemption 

STAVE FOUR 

STAVE FIVE 

ENGLISH
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Maths Year 10 Foundation 

Summer Term 

Constructions Loci and Bearings 

The plan is the view 
from above an object. 
The front elevation is 

the view of the front of 
the object. The side 

elevation is the view of 
the side of the object 

An original shape is called an object. When the object is 
reflected rotated translated or enlarged, the resulting 

shape is called the image 
You can draw accurate diagrams of triangles with a ruler 

and protractor 

In an SAS triangle you are given two side 
lengths and the angle in between 

In an SSS triangle, you are given all three side lengths but 
none of the angles 

Triangles with a right angle can be referred to as a RHS 
triangle is you are given the right angle the hypotenuse 

and another side length. 

A scale is a ratio that shows the relationship between a 
length on a map or drawing and the actual length 

A bearing is an angle in degrees, clockwise from north. A 
bearing always written using three digits 

A perpendicular bisector cuts a 
line in half at right angle 

An angle bisector cuts an angle exactly in 
half 

A locus is the set of all points that obey a certain rule. 
Often the locus is a continuous path. 

Quadratic equations and graphs 
To expand or multiply double brackets, multiply each 
time in one bracket by each term in another bracket 
Expanding double brackets often gives a quadratic 

expression. A quadratic expression always has a squared 
term (with a power of 2). It cannot have a power higher 

than 2. 

The turning point of the curve is where it turns in the 
opposite direction 

A quadratic function has symmetrical U-shaped curve 
called a parabola. The curve always has a minimum or 

maximum turning point. 
To solve the equation 𝒂𝒙𝟐 + 𝒃𝒙 + 𝒄 = 𝟎, read the x-
coordinates where the graph crosses the x-axis. The 
values of x that satisfy the equation are called roots 

Factorising is the opposite of expanding brackets 

The difference of two squares is a quadratic expression 
with two squared terms, and one term is subtracted from 

the other. 

Solutions to quadratic equations can be found 
algebraically as well as from a graph 

Perimeter, area and volume
Area of trapezium 

𝟏

𝟐
× (𝒂 + 𝒃) × 𝒉 

To find the area of a compound shape, draw lines to split 
the shape into simple shapes. Find the area of each shape 

separately. Add to find the total area 

To find the area of a shape with another shape cut out, 
find the area of each shape separately. Subtract to find 

the area that is left.  

To find the surface area of a 3D solid, work out the area 
of each face. Add to find the total surface area 

The volume of a 3D solid is the around of space it takes 
up. Volume is measured in mm3, cm3, or m3 

A prism is a 3D object whose cross-section is the same all 
through its length 

Volume of a prism = area of cross-section x length 

The capacity of a 3D object is the amount of liquid it can 
hold. Capacity is measured in cm3, ml or litres 

Area of triangle = 
𝟏

𝟐
× 𝒃𝒂𝒔𝒆 × 𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒂𝒍 𝒉𝒆𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕 

The circumference of a circle is its perimeter. For any 
circle circumference = 𝝅 𝒙 𝒅𝒊𝒂𝒎𝒆𝒕𝒆𝒓 

The area of a circle A = 𝝅 𝒙 𝒓𝟐 

The volume of a cylinder of radius r and height h is v = 

 𝝅𝒓𝟐𝒉 
The surface area of a cylinder of radius r and height h is 

𝟐𝝅𝒓𝟐 + 𝟐𝝅𝒓𝒉 
Fr a sphere of radius r surface area = 𝟒𝝅𝒓𝟐 

𝑽𝒐𝒍𝒖𝒎𝒆 =
𝟒

𝟑
𝝅𝒓𝟑 

𝒗𝒐𝒍𝒖𝒎𝒆 𝒐𝒇 𝒑𝒚𝒓𝒂𝒎𝒊𝒅

=
𝟏

𝟑
𝒂𝒓𝒆𝒂 𝒐𝒇 𝒃𝒂𝒔𝒆 𝒙 𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒂𝒍 𝒉𝒆𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕 

Volume of cone 
𝟏

𝟑
𝒂𝒓𝒆𝒂 𝒐𝒇 𝒃𝒂𝒔𝒆 𝒙 𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒂𝒍 𝒉𝒆𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕 

Curved surface area of a cone = 𝝅𝒓𝒍 where r is the radius 
and l is the slant height 
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Maths - Year 10 Higher 

Summer Term 

Probability 

Equations and graphs 

You can solve a pair of simultaneous equations by 
plotting the graphs and finding where they intersect one 

another 
The points that satisfy an inequality can be represented 
on a graph by shading the area to one side of the line. A 

dotted line is used to indicate < or > 
A set of values that satisfy an inequality can be described 
using set notation, for example {𝒙: 𝒙 > 𝟑} ∪ {𝒙 <  −𝟐} 

The graph of a quadratic function is a smooth curve called 
a parabola. The lowest or highest point of the parabola, 

where the graph turns is called the turning point. The 
turning point is either a maximum or minimum 

To find the coordinate of the turning point, write the 
equation in the completed square from 

𝒚 = 𝒂(𝒙 + 𝒃)𝟐 + 𝒄 
When a quadratic is written in completed square form, 

the coordinate of the turning point is (-b, c) 
To sketch a quadratic function: Calculate the solutions to 
the equation y=0. Calculate the point at which the graph 

crosses the y-axis. Find the coordinates of the turning 
point and whether it is a maximum or minimum 

The graph of 𝒂𝒙𝟐 + 𝒃𝒙 + 𝒄 = 𝟎 is said to have no real 
roots if its graph does not cross the x=axis. If its graph just 

touches the x-axis, the equation has one repeated root. 
To find an accurate root of a quadratic or cubic equation you 
can use an iterative process. Iterative means carrying out a 

repeated action 
To solve a quadratic inequality, solve as a quadratic 

equation then sketch the graph. Use the graph to find the 
values that satisfy the inequality 

To expand three pairs of brackets, first expand two of the 
brackets 

Circle Theorems 
The angle between a tangent and the 

radius is 90° 

 

Tangents drawn to a circle from a 
point outside the circle are equal in 

length 

A chord is a straight line connecting two points on a 
circle. The perpendicular from the centre of a circle to a 

chord bisects the chord and the line drawn from the 
centre of a circle to the midpoint of a chord is at right 

angles to the chord 
The angle at the centre of a circle is twice 
the angle at the circumference when both 

are subtended by the same arc 

The angle in a semicircle is a right angle  

Angles subtended at the circumference by the same arc 
are equal 

A cyclic quadrilateral is a quadrilateral 
with all four vertices on the 

circumference of a circle  

Opposite angles of a cyclic quadrilateral add up to 180° 

An exterior angle of a cyclic 
quadrilateral is equal to the 

opposite interior angle 

 
 
 
 

More Algebra 

You can change the subject of a formula by isolating the 
terms involving the new subject 

When the letter to be made the subject appears twice in 
the formulae you need to factorise 

To add or subtract algebraic fractions, write each fraction 
as an equivalent fraction with a common denominator 

You may need to factorise before simplifying an algebraic 
fraction 

To find the lowest common denominator of algebraic 
fractions, you may need to factorise the denominators 

first 

A function is a rule for working out values of y when given 
x 

The notation f(𝒙) is read a ‘f of 𝒙’ 

fg is the composition of the function f with the function. 
To work out fg(x), first work out g(x) and then substitute 

your answer into f(x) 

The inverse function reverses the effect of the original 
function 

To show a statement is an identity, expand and simplify 
on one or both sides of the equals sign, until the two 

expressions are the same 

A proof is a logical argument for a mathematical 
statement. To prove a startement is true, you must show 

that it will be true in all cases 

For an algebraic proof, use n to represent any integer 
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Science

Key terms
Current is the flow of electrical charge.  Measured 
in amps (A)

Potential difference is the force that pushes the 
charge around.  Measured in volts (V).

Resistance is something that flows down the flow of 
current.  Measured in ohms (Ω).

The current in a circuit depends on the potential 
difference and the resistance. It is easy to think of 
each of these in the following way:
• the current is the flow of electric charges
• the potential difference provides the 'push'
• the resistance restricts the flow of charges

Electric circuits

Circuit symbols

Current is the rate of flow of charge. In metal 
wires, electrons move and cause a current. The 
following conditions are needed for an electric 
current:
• a source of potential difference, such as 

a battery, cell or power pack
• a closed circuit, which provides a complete 

path for the charges to move through

Charge
Current depends on the rate of flow of charge.
To calculate current, use the equation:

charge flow = current × time

• charge flow is measured in coulombs (C)
• current is measured in amperes (amps) (A)
• time is measured in seconds (s)

Ohm's law and resistance
Ohm’s law states that electric current is proportional to voltage and inversely proportional to resistance.
The two main ways of increasing the current in an electrical circuit are by increasing the voltage or by decreasing 
the resistance.
• If you increase the voltage across a component, there will be more current in the component.
• If you increase the number of lamps in a series circuit, there will be less current.

The lamps resist the current, so if you put more lamps into the circuit, there is more resistance.

Resistance
Electric wires are made of metal, which have electrical resistance. The atoms in a solid metal are arranged in a regular lattice structure. The outer electrons from each 
atom are free to move through the structure, forming a current. However, they may collide with atoms or meet defects in the lattice. This reduces the number of 
electrons flowing, which reduces the current.
Conductors have a low resistance and insulators have a high resistance.

Calculating potential difference
When a charge moves through a potential 
difference, electrical work is done and energy is 
transferred. Potential difference can be 
calculated using the equation:

potential difference = current × resistance

potential difference is measured in volts (V)
current is measured in amps (A)
resistance is measured in ohms (Ω)

Required Practical: Investigate the resistance of a wire

1. connect the crocodile clips to the resistance wire, 100 centimetres (cm) apart
2. record the reading on the ammeter and on the voltmeter
3. move one of the crocodile clips closer to the other until they are 90 cm apart
4. record the new readings on the ammeter and the voltmeter
5. repeat the previous steps reducing the length of the wire by 10 cm each time down to a minimum length of 

10 cm
6. use the results to calculate the resistance of each length of wire by using R=V/I
7. plot a graph of resistance against length for the resistance wire
From the graph it can be seen that the longer the piece of wire, the greater the resistance, and that resistance is 
directly proportional to length as the graph gives a straight line through the origin.
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Science

Current-voltage graphs
Different devices have different resistance characteristics. These can be 
investigated using graphs that show:
current on the vertical axis
potential difference on the horizontal axis
These are known as current-voltage graphs or I–V graphs.
Components which show a straight line I–V graph are linear circuit 
elements. They are also sometimes called 'ohmic circuit elements’.

linear circuit element                                non-linear circuit element
Components which show I–V graphs that are not straight lines are non-
linear circuit elements. The current through them is not directly 
proportional to the potential difference across them.
Resistors and filament bulbs
Non-linear circuit elements include fixed resistors that become hot, and 
filament bulbs which become hot and glow.
The shape of the I-V graph changes as temperature of the component 
increases.
When the component becomes hotter, the atoms in the 
metal lattice vibrate more. More collisions occur between the 
free electrons and atoms, increasing the resistance.

A diode has a very high resistance in 
one direction and a low resistance in 
the other. This means that current 
can only pass in one direction.

The I-V graph for a diode

LDRs and thermistors
Light dependent resistors or
LDRs are made of
semiconductor material. 
Their resistance decreases as 
the light intensity increases. 
LDRs can be used to switch 
lights on or off automatically, 
such as stadium lights which 
come on when it gets dark.

Resistance vs light intensity for an LDR

Thermistors are also made of 
semiconductor material. Their 
resistance decreases as the 
temperature increases. Thermistors 
are used to control temperatures in 
many devices, such as ovens and 
central heating systems.

Resistance vs temperature for a 
thermistor

Electric circuits

Length or diameter of wire, temperature and the types of components 
affect resistance. 

When in series, bulbs become dimmer 
as the potential difference is shared 
equally across the bulbs. The current 
reads the same for each component.
In parallel, each branch shows the 
same potential difference, so the 
bulbs on one branch will have the 
same relative brightness. The current 
for each bulb will add up to the 
current near the battery.
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Science

Electric circuits

Power
Energy in an electrical circuit is transferred by a moving charge. 
The charge has to work against resistance, so work is done.  Work 
done is the same as energy transferred and depends upon 
power.

Appliances have a power rating, the maximum operating power.
An appliance with a lower power rating will be cheaper to run 
(less energy transferred per second).
A higher power rating might not mean more energy is 
transferred usefully. It could be less efficient than another 
appliance so only transfer the same amount, or less, energy to 
useful stores.

Energy, voltage and charge
When a charge moves through a potential difference, 
electrical work is done and energy transferred. The energy 
transferred can be calculated using the equation:
energy transferred (work done) (J) = charge (C) × potential 
difference (V)

E=VxQ

• energy (E) is measured in joules (J)
• potential difference (V) is measured in volts (V)
• charge (Q) is measured in coulombs (C)
One volt is the potential difference when one coulomb of charge 
transfers one joule of energy.

Energy and power in electric circuits
As electrons flow through wires, they collide with 
the ions in the wire which causes the ions 
to vibrate more. This increased vibration of the 
ions increases the temperature of the wire. Energy 
has been transferred from the chemical energy 
store of the battery into the internal energy store 
of the wire.
The amount of energy transferred each second 
(power) between the energy stores can be 
calculated using the equation:
power = potential difference × current

P=VxI

• power (P) is measured in watts (W)
• potential difference (V) is measured in volts (V)
• current (I) is measured in amps (A)
One watt is equal to one joule per second (J/s).

Permanent or Induced Magnets
Permanent magnets produce their own 
magnetic field.
Induced magnets are made from magnetic 
materials (eg. iron, steel, nickel, cobalt).  They 
turn into a magnet when held in a magnetic field.  
Magnetic materials will always be attracted to a 
magnet.

Fleming's left-hand rule
The force on a given length of wire in 
a magnetic field increases when:
the current in the wire increases
the strength of the magnetic field increases
For any given combination of current and 
magnetic field strength, the force is greatest 
when the direction of the current is 90° to 
the direction of the magnetic field. 

Hold your thumb, forefinger and second 
finger at right angles to each other:
the forefinger is lined up with magnetic field 
lines pointing from north to south
the second finger is lined up with the current 
pointing from positive to negative
the thumb shows the direction of the motor 
effect force on the conductor carrying the 
current

Testing for magnetism
A magnet can:
attract or repel another magnet
attract a magnetic material (but not repel it)
This means that the only way to show if an 
object is a magnet is by checking if it repels 
another magnet.

A solenoid is a long coil of wire. When a direct 
electric current is passed through it, the shape of 
the magnetic field is very similar to the field of a 
bar magnet. The field inside a solenoid is strong 
and uniform. The small magnetic fields caused by 
the current in each turn of the coil add together 
to make a stronger overall magnetic field.
The strength of the magnetic field around a 
solenoid can be increased by:
increasing the number of turns on the coil
increasing the current
placing an iron core inside the solenoid
The use of an iron core makes the solenoid into 
an electromagnet which can be switched on and 
off.

A solenoid, shown here in cross section, has a stronger 
electromagnetic field than a single straight wire

Calculating the size of the force
To calculate the force on a wire carrying a 
current at right angles to a magnetic field, use 
the equation:
force on a conductor carrying a current = 
magnetic field strength × current × length

F= B x I x l

•force (F) is measured in newtons (N)
•magnetic field strength (B) in measured in
tesla (T)
•current ( ) is measured in amps (A)
•length (l) is measured in metres (m)
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Science
Explaining motion

Energy transfers and work done
When a force causes a body to move, work is being done on the 
object by the force. Work is the measure of energy transfer when 
a force 'F' moves an object through a distance 'd'. So when work 
is done, energy has been transferred from one energy store to 
another, and so:
energy transferred = work done
Energy transferred and work done are both measured in joules 
(J).
The amount of work done when a force acts on a body depends 
on two things:
the size of the force acting on the object
the distance through which the force causes the body to move in 
the direction of the force
The equation used to calculate the work done is:
work done = force × distance

W= F x d
• work done (W) is measured in joules (J)
• force (F) is measured in newtons (N)
• distance (d) is in the same direction as the force and is 

measured in metres (m)

W= 10N x 2m = 20J

Non-contact forces
Non-contact forces are forces 
that act between two objects 
that are not physically touching 
each other. Examples of 
non-contact forces include:
Magnetic force, 
gravitational force and electrostatic force

Kinetic energy
The store of energy of a moving object is called its kinetic energy.
The amount of kinetic energy of a moving object can be calculated 
using the equation:

This is when:
kinetic energy (Ek) is measured in joules (J)
mass (m) is measured in kilograms (kg)
speed (v) is measured in metres per second (m/s)

Newton's third law
According to Newton's third law of motion, whenever two objects interact, they 
exert equal and opposite forces on each other.

Newton's third law can be applied to examples of equilibrium situations.

When drawing force diagrams, the size of the force is represented by the length 
of an arrow. A longer arrow indicates a larger force. Forces are vectors. This 
means they have both size and direction. The direction of the arrow shows the 
direction in which the force is acting.
There are contact forces between the box and the table: the box pushes the 
table downwards
the table pushes the box upwards

There are non-contact gravitational forces 
between Earth and the satellite:
the Earth pulls the satellite and
the satellite pulls Earth

Scalar quantities
A physical quantity is something that can be measured. Scalar quantities only 
have a magnitude.
Examples of scalar quantities
Some examples of scalar quantities that refer to motion include:
distance, eg 19 metres (19 m)
speed, eg 8 metres per second (8 m/s)

Vector quantities have size or magnitude as well as an associated direction. This 
makes them different from scalar quantities, which only have a size or 
magnitude.
Examples of vector quantities
Some examples of vector quantities that refer to motion include:
displacement, eg 50 kilometres (50 km) east
velocity, eg 11 metres per second (11 m/s) upwards

Gravitational potential energy
If an object is raised, its store of gravitational potential 
energy increases. As it falls, its gravitational potential energy 
decreases.
The amount of gravitational potential energy stored by an object at 
height can be calculated using the equation:
gravitational potential energy = mass × gravitational field strength ×
height

E= m x g x h
gravitational potential energy (Ep) is measured in joules (J)
mass (m) is measured in kilograms (kg)
gravitational field strength (g) is measured in newtons per kilogram 
(N/kg)
height (h) is measured in metres (m)

Contact forces are forces that act between two objects that are 
physically touching each other. Examples of contact forces include:
• Normal contact forces
An object at rest on a surface exerts a force on the surface. The 
reaction force acts at right angles to the surface and is known as the 
normal contact force. For example, a book on a table.
• Frictional forces
• Air resistance
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ScienceExplaining motion

Weight, mass and gravitational field strength
The weight of an object is defined as the force of gravity acting 
on the object. It may be thought of as acting at a single point 
called its centre of mass. The weight of an object and its mass are 
directly proportional. For a given gravitational field strength, the 
greater the mass of the object, the greater its weight.
Weight is calculated as:

W= m x g
• weight (W) is measured in newtons (N)
• mass (m) is measured in kilograms (kg)
• gravitational field strength (g) is measured in Newtons per 

kilogram (N/kg) On Earth, g = 10 N/kg (approximately)

Speed is how fast something is going without reference to a 
direction.  It is a scalar quantity.
Velocity is a speed in a given direction.  It is a vector.

Calculations involving speed, distance and time
The average speed of a moving object can be calculated using the 
equation:

S= v x t
average speed (v) is measured in metres per second (m/s)
distance travelled (s) is measured in metres (m)
time (t) is measured in seconds (s)

Newton's first law
According to Newton's first law of motion, an object remains in the same state 
of motion unless a resultant force acts on it. If the resultant force on an object 
is zero, this means:
a stationary object stays stationary
a moving object continues to move at the same velocity (at the same speed 
and in the same direction)

The submarine has both vertical forces and horizontal forces acting on it. The 
horizontal forces will not affect its vertical movement and the vertical forces 
will not affect its horizontal movement.
The horizontal forces are balanced, so the horizontal resultant force is zero. 
This means that there is no horizontal acceleration. The vertical forces are 
balanced, so the vertical resultant force is also zero. This means that there is 
no resultant vertical acceleration.
The submarine will continue with the same motion, either remaining 
stationary or moving at a constant speed. If the submarine is moving, it is 
impossible to tell which direction it is moving from the forces alone, only that it 
will continue in the same direction at the same speed.

Newton's first law can also be used to explain the movement of objects 
travelling with non-uniform motion. This includes situations when the speed 
changes, the direction changes, or both change. For example, when a car 
accelerates, the driving force from the engine is greater than the resistive 
forces. The resultant force is not zero.

Distance-time graphs
In a distance-time graph, 
the gradient of the line 
is equal to the speed of 
the object. The greater 
the gradient 
(and the steeper the line) 
the faster the object is moving.

A free body diagram models the forces acting on an object. The object 
or 'body' is usually shown as a box or a dot. The forces are shown as 

thin arrows pointing away from the centre of the box or dot. It is 
important to label each arrow to show the magnitude of the force it 
represents. The type of force involved may also be shown.

situation    free body diagram

Acceleration is the rate of change of velocity. It is the amount 
that velocity changes per unit time.
The change in velocity can be calculated using the equation:
change in velocity = final velocity - initial velocity

The average acceleration of an object can be calculated using the 
equation:
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Science

Explaining motion
A moment is the turning effect of a force. Moments act about a 
point in a clockwise or anti-clockwise direction. The point chosen 
could be any point on the object, but the pivot – also known as 
the fulcrum – is usually chosen.

The magnitude of a moment can be calculated using the 
equation:
moment of a force = force × distance

M= F x d
• moment (M) is measured in newton-metres (Nm)
• force (F) is measured in newtons (N)
• distance (d) is measured in metres (m)

Gears are wheels with toothed edges that rotate on 
an axle or shaft. As one gear turns, the other gear 
must also turn. Where the gears meet, the teeth 
must both move in the same direction. In the 
diagram, the teeth of both gears move upwards. 
This means that the gears rotate in opposite 
directions.
The forces acting on the teeth are identical for both 
gears, but their moments are different:
If a larger gear is driven by a smaller gear, the large 
gear will rotate more slowly but will have a greater 
moment. For example, a low gear on a bike or car.
If a smaller gear is driven by 
a larger gear, the small gear 
will rotate more quickly but 
will have a smaller moment. 
For example, a high gear on 
a bike or car

Levers such as this one make use of moments to act as a force 
multiplier. They allow a larger force to act upon the load than is 
supplied by the effort, so it is easier to move large or heavy 
objects.

Reaction times vary from person 
to person, but are typically 0.2 s 
to 0.9 s. A driver's reaction time 
can be affected by:
• tiredness
• drugs
• alcohol
• distractions

Stopping distances
In an emergency, a driver must bring their vehicle 
to a stop in the shortest distance possible:
stopping distance = thinking distance + braking 
distance

Force, mass and acceleration
Newton's second law of motion can be described by this 
equation:
resultant force = mass × acceleration

F= m x a
force (F) is measured in newtons (N)
mass (m) is measured in kilograms (kg)
acceleration (a) is measured in metres per second squared (m/s2)

Momentum is the product of mass and velocity. 
Momentum is also a vector quantity – this means it 
has both a magnitude and an associated direction.
Momentum can be calculated using the equation:
momentum = mass × velocity

p = m x v
• momentum (p) is measured in kilogram 

metres per second (kg m/s)
• mass (m) is measured in kilograms (kg)
• velocity (v) is measured in metres per second

(m/s)

The braking distance of a vehicle 
can be affected by:
• poor road and weather 

conditions, such as wet or icy 
roads

• poor vehicle conditions, such 
as worn brakes or worn tyres

The faster a vehicle travels, the 
greater the braking force needed 
to stop it in a certain distance. A 
greater braking force produces a 
greater deceleration. Large 
decelerations may cause the 
brakes to overheat, and the 
driver may also lose control of 
the vehicle.

Car safety features such as seatbelts, airbags and crumple zones all work to change the shape of 
the car, which increases the time taken for the collision. Crumple zones refer to the areas of a 
car that are designed to deform or crumple on impact. These different safety features decrease 
the force of the collision on any people within the car.

Conservation of momentum
In a closed system:
total momentum before an event = total momentum 
after the event
This can be used to calculate the velocity of the combined 
trolleys after the collision.
Example calculation
Calculate the velocity of the trolleys after the collision in 
the example above.
First calculate the momentum of both trolleys before the 
collision:
momentum of 2 kg trolley = 2 × 3 = 6 kg m/s
momentum of 8 kg trolley = 8 × 0 = 0 kg m/s
total momentum before collision = 6 + 0 = 6 kg m/s
total momentum (p) after collision = 6 kg m/s (because 
momentum is conserved)
mass (m) after collision = 10 kg

Crumple zones are designed to 
increase the time it takes for a 
car to stop totally. This reduces 
the force acting on a car. Seat 
belts and air bags are designed 
to increase the time it takes for 
passengers in a car to stop 
totally. This reduces the force 
acting on the passengers.
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Knowledge Organiser 4 : Networks and Network Topologies
1. Types of Networks

Network A set of connected computers and other devices (e.g. printers, phones, 
HomeKit devices) for the purpose of sharing resources

LAN Local Area Network. Covers a small geographical area (a home, a school, 
etc.) The infrastructure is often owned by the individual / organisation

WAN Wide Area Network. Covers a large geographical area. WANs are made 
up of LANs joined together. The infrastructure is often owned by a 
Telecoms or other company rater than the individual

Advantages to 
using a LAN

• Resources (Þles, etc.) and devices (printers, etc.) can be easily shared 
across the network 

• Computers can be conÞgured with the same ÔimageÕ so you have the 
same programs and access to your data from any computer (like in 
school) 

• You can control devices (e.g. HomeKit)

Disadvantages 
to using a LAN

• Security. Malware can spread across a network 
• Complexity of setting up and maintaining

4. Required Hardware

NIC The Network Interface Card is in each computer/devices and allows 
connection to other devices on the network. It can allow wired connections, 
wireless connections, or both

Transmission 
Media

What connects the computer/devices to each other. Copper cables, Þbre 
optic cables, wireless signals

Switch A device on the network that receives signals from a computer/device and 
transmits the signal to its intended recipient

Router A device used to connect different networks together. For example a home 
LAN to the internet, or a Þbre optic cable to a home WiFi network

WAP A Wireless Access Point is a device that receives and transmits wireless 
signals on the network. Often connected to rest of the network by cables

5. The Internet

The Internet The Internet is a global collection of interconnected networks 

DNS The Domain Name Server is a large directory allowing the Internet Service 
Provider (ISP) to look up the correct IP address for the desired website

Hosting If you donÕt own your own servers and host your website yourself you can 
use a company to do it for you. They will monitor and maintain their servers 
they are renting you space on 

The Cloud Data can be stored Ôin the cloudÕ. This means on servers (in server farms) 
run by big companies. The data can be accessed from anywhere

Web Servers 
and Clients

Servers provide services (e.g. Web server -> Web pages, File server -> Þle 
storage/retrieval). Clients request / use services from a server

2. Factors affecting performance of a network

Latency You can get bottlenecks in parts of your network, either because of a faulty 
switch, or due to the design of your network. Latency is the term used 
describe the time it takes data to travel from one designated point to 
another on the network

Bandwidth The maximum amount of data transmitted over an internet or LAN 
connection in a given amount of time.

Transmission 
Media

WiFi generally has less bandwidth than wired connections. Wired 
connections (ethernet) can be different speeds (10Mbps, 100Mbps, 
Gigabit). Switches and routers also have maximum speeds

Concurrent 
Users

The more users there are on a network the more data is likely being 
transmitted. This means it can take longer as you have to wait your turn for 
your packets to travel across the network

3. Network Types

Client-Server The network relies on a central server and all the clients (devices) 
request services from the server such as print services, Þle services 
etc. Additional hardware is needed in this type of network: a server. 
All Þles can be stored and backed-up centrally on a server which 
means workers can access Þles from any computer on the network 
and the computers can also be updated centrally.

Peer-to-Peer All computers have equal status and any computer can act as a client 
and a server—even at the same time. All computers can request and 
provide network services. For example, any computer can use a 
resource physically connected to a different computer. There is no 
need to buy a dedicated server

6. Star and Mesh Topologies

Star 
Network 

Cheaper than mesh 
network. Less cabling. 
Easy to add devices BUT 
total reliance on central 
node. If it fails whole 
network fails

Mesh 
Network

Full or partial. More 
cabling than star. Costs 
more to install. Harder to 
add a device. Harder to 
maintain BUT no Single 
Point of Failure

COMPUTER 
SCIENCE
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Knowledge Organiser 5 : Protocols and Layers
1. Modes of Connection

Wired Ethernet is a set of standards (protocols) for how data is transmitted over 
a wired local area network. It is the most common set of protocols. Data is 
transmitted in frames

Inside an 
Ethernet 
‘frame’

• Preamble of bits used to synchronise transmission 
• Start frame delimiter to signify start of data part of the frame 
• Source and destination MAC address 
• The actual data 
• Error checking information (cyclic redundancy check - CRC)

Wi-Fi Wi-Fi is a means of allowing computers, smartphones, or other devices to 
connect to the Internet or communicate with one another wirelessly 
within a particular area. It has a range of about 100m, takes quite a lot of 
power (relatively), and has a high bandwidth (but less than a wired 
connection)

Wi-Fi 
advantages 
and 
disadvantages

• Users can move around freely 
• Easier to set up, and less expensive than wired 
• Speeds are slower than wired networks 
• Relies on signal strength to the wireless access point (WAP) 
• Signal can be obstructed 
• Less secure than wired networks

Bluetooth Bluetooth is a standard for the short-range wireless interconnection of 
mobile phones, computers, and other electronic devices. It has a range of 
about 10m, takes very little power, and has a relatively low bandwidth

3. IP and MAC Addresses

MAC 
address

Every device on a network has a Network Interface Card (NIC). Every NIC (in 
the world) has a unique Media Access Control (MAC) address. It is used to 
route frames on a LAN

IP address IP Addressing is used to route frames on a WAN (called packets). Every 
device on the internet has a unique IP (Internet Protocol) address which is 
assigned to the device by a server. Two main standards (IPv4 and IPv6)

Internal and 
External IP 
Addresses

A router will have a unique WAN facing IP address and a LAN facing IP 
address. Often all devices on a LAN (with unique internal IP addresses) will 
share a single external IP address

2. Wireless Encryption

SSID Wireless networks are identiÞed by a unique ÒService Set IdentiÞerÓ (SSID). 
Can be invisible/visible and have a password. The SSID has to be used by all 
devices which want to connect to that network.

Encryption Data is encrypted by scrambling the data into cipher text using a Òmaster 
keyÓ created from the SSID of the network and the password. Data is 
decrypted by the receiver using the same master key, so this key is not 
transmitted. Protocols used for wireless encryption include WEP, WPA, WPA2.

4. Standards

DeÞnition A set of speciÞcations for hardware/software. Enables products to be 
compatible with each other and interact with each other

ASCII/Unicode Character set standards

IEEE Computer cables standards

HTML Standard for creating websites

PNG, GIF, MP3 Standards for documents, images, sounds, videos, etc.

5. Common Protocols

TCP/IP Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol. Used to communicate 
over LANs and WANs

HTTP / HTTPS Hypertext Transfer Protocol (secure). Used for webpage requests

FTP / FTPS File Transfer Protocol (secure). Used for Þle transfers

POP Post OfÞce Protocol. Used for receiving e-mail. Downloads e-mail from the 
server to your device and deletes it from the server

IMAP Internet Message Access Protocol. Used for receiving e-mail. Keeps e-
mails on the server. This allows your device to stay in sync with the server

POP vs IMAP POP you have your mail on one device since it is deleted from the server. 
IMAP each device syncs to server so your mail can be on multiple devices

SMTP Simple Mail Transfer Protocol. Transfers outgoing emails from one server 
to another / from a email client to a sever 

6. Layers

Concept The concept of layering is to divide the complex task of networking into 
smaller, simpler tasks that work with each other.

Responsibility The hardware and/or software for each layer has a deÞned responsibility. 
Each layer provides a service to the layer above it 

Advantages Reduces the complexity of the problem into manageable sub-problems. 
Devices can be manufactured to operates at a particular layer. Products 
from different vendors will work together.
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Knowledge Organiser 6 : Network Security
1. Forms of Attack

Malware Software written in order to infect computers and commit crimes e.g. 
fraud or identify theft. Malware exploits vulnerabilities in software

Types of 
Malware

Malware is term that covers (among other things) viruses, trojans, worms, 
ransomware, spyware and adware

Phishing Online fraud technique used by criminals. It is designed to get you to give 
away personal information such as usernames, passwords, bank details, 
credit card details… Achieved by disguising as a trustworthy source in an 
electronic communication, e.g.  an email or fake website.

Brute Force 
Attack

A trial and error method used to decode encrypted data (such as 
passwords). Uses every combination until it hits upon the correct one.

DOS Attack Denial of Service attack. Floods a server with useless trafÞc causing the 
server to become overloaded and unavailable

DDOS Attack Distributed Denial of Service Attack. Using multiple computers (zombies) 
in a Botnet to undertake a DOS attack

Data 
Interception 
and Theft

Stealing information from an unknowing victim’s computer in order to get 
conÞdential information, or to compromise their privacy. E.g. to sniff 
usernames and passwords

SQL Injection A technique used to view or change data in a database by inserting 
additional code into a text input box, creating a different SQL command

Zero Day 
Attack

An attack using an unknown and undocumented vulnerability in software 
code  (unknown to the code owner)

2. Threats posed to Networks

Malware • Files are deleted, become corrupt or are encrypted. 
• Computers crash, reboot spontaneously and slow down. 
• Internet connections become slow. 
• Keyboard inputs are logged and sent to hackers.

Phishing • Accessing a victim’s account to withdraw money, or purchase 
merchandise and services. 

• Open bank accounts, credit cards, cashing illegitimate cheques. 
• Gain access to high value corporate data. 
• Financial services can blacklist the company

Brute Force 
Attack

• Theft of data. 
• Access to corporate systems.

(D)DOS  Attack • Loss of access to a service for customers 
• Lost revenue 
• Lower productivity 
• Damage to reputation

Data Interception 
and Theft

• Usernames and passwords compromised 
• Disclosure / theft of corporate data

SQL Injection • Contents of databases can be output, revealing private data. 
• Data in the database can be amended or deleted. 
• New rogue records can be added to the database.

People Many system vulnerabilities are caused by people being careless: 
• Not installing operating system updates. 
• Not keeping anti-malware up to date. 
• Not locking doors to computer rooms. 
• Not logging off or locking their computer. 
• Leaving printouts on desks. 
• Writing passwords down on sticky notes attached to computers. 
• Sharing passwords. 
• Losing memory sticks / laptops. 
• Not applying security to wireless networks. 
• Not encrypting data.

3. Identifying and Preventing Vulnerabilities

Malware • Security software (Spam Þlter, Anti-virus, Anti-spyware, Anti-spam) 
• Enabling OS and security software updates. 
• Staff training 
• Backup Þles regularly onto removable media.

Phishing • Strong security software. 
• Staff training: awareness of spotting fake emails and websites. 
• Staff training: not disclosing personal or corporate information. 
• Staff training: disabling browser pop-ups.

Brute Force 
Attack

• Network lockout policy, Using progressive delays. 
• Staff training

(D)DOS Attack • Strong Þrewall and packet Þltering 
• Properly conÞguring servers and auditing and monitoring systems

Data Interception 
and Theft

• Encryption and using virtual networks 
• Staff training and computer use policies

SQL Injection • Validation on text boxes 
• Database permissions
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Knowledge Organiser 7 : Systems Software
1. DeÞnitions

Systems 
Software

Systems Software is the software used to control the hardware of the 
computer. It is contrasted to application software which is used to enable 
the user to perform tasks and create content and products

Operating 
System

An operating system is a piece of system software that communicates 
with the hardware of the computer and allows other programs to run. It is 
comprised of system software, or the fundamental Þles your computer 
needs to boot up and function

Peripherals Peripherals are controlled by software called device drivers. Standard 
drivers (mouse and keyboard) are included in the operating system, 
however more specialist peripherals may need drivers programmed by  
the manufacturer which convert signals into machine code and are 
installed separately

Utility 
Software

Utilities are programs that are installed to perform a speciÞc function, 
usually to improve the efÞciency or security of a computer system

4. Features Often Provided by an Operating System

Multitasking Running multiple applications at the same time by giving each 
application a small time-slice of processor time. This allows more than 
one program to be held in memory at a time, and data shared 
between them such as copy and paste. It also enables you to listen to 
music on your PC at the same time as word processing for example

Memory 
Management

When programs are loaded, the operating system decides where they 
are held in memory. Over time the memory becomes fragmented as 
programs are loaded and closed because they use different amounts 
of memory. The operating system must keep track of different 
program fragments. When the memory is full, the operating system 
uses virtual memory

Device Drivers Translates operating system instructions into commands that the 
hardware will understand. Each peripheral will need a device driver 
and many common ones are built into the Operating System

User 
Management

Providing for different users to log into a computer. The operating 
system will retain settings for each user, such as icons, desktop 
backgrounds etc. Each user may have difference access rights to Þles 
and programs. A client server network may impose a Þxed or roaming 
proÞle for a user, and manage login requests to the network.

File Management Data is stored in Þles. An extension to the Þlename tells the operating 
system which application to load the Þle into. Files can also be placed 
in folders for ease of organising

3. Types of Interface

GUI A Graphical User Interface provides windows, icons, menus, (mouse or 
other) pointer… Sometimes calls WIMP. It is visual, interactive, and 
intuitive. Optimised for mouse/touch input 

CLI A Command Line Interface is text based. It uses less resources than a GUI. 
It is more efÞcient but harder to learn. Often repetitive processes can be 
automated with scripts

Menu A Menu Interface presents successive menus to the user with options to 
choose at each stage. Often used with buttons on a keypad. (Think 
calculator when you press the ‘MENU’ button)

Natural 
Language

A Natural Language Interface responds to questions in a spoken 
language. They are not always reliable but are improving all the time. 
(Think Siri or Alexa)

5. Examples of Utility Software

Encryption Encryption utilities use an algorithm to scramble plain text into cipher 
text. It can be decrypted and read again with a Key

Defragmentation Defragmentation utilities reorganise Þles on a hard disk, putting 
fragments of Þles back together, and it collects together free space. 
This reduces the movement of a read/write head across the surface of 
the disk, which speeds up Þle access. Solid state drives should not be 
defragmented (it is unnecessary as they have no moving parts. It also 
reduces their lifespan)

Compression Compression utilities reduce the size of a Þle so that it takes up less 
space, and is quicker to download/upload.Compressed Þles must be 
extracted before they can be read. Compression is lossy or lossless

Backup Backup utilities take a copy of the data and place it elsewhere (disks, 
tapes, cloud, etc.). Backups can be either full (backup everything) or 
incremental (back up changes since the last backup).

2. The Function of Operating Systems

What does an 
Operating 
system do?

An operating system manages all of the software and hardware on the 
computer. Most of the time, there are several different computer 
programs running at the same time, and they all need to access your 
computer's central processing unit (CPU), memory, and storage. The OS 
co-ordinates this activity

Interaction A user interacts with the computer by means of an interface provided by 
the operating system
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Ethics Islam – Practices 

Key words 
Ibadah – acts of worship; any permissible action performed with the intention to obey God. 
Shahadah – declaration of faith 
Salah – prayer five times a day 
Zakah – charity, giving money to the poor.  
Sawm – fasting during Ramadan 
Hajj – pilgrimage to Mecca  
Niyyah (intention) – having the right intention to worship God.  
Sadaqah – additional giving, separate from Zakah. 
Qibla – the direction to face during prayer (towards Mecca) 
Du’a prayers – personal prayers which may be said at any time of the day. 
Ramadan – ninth month of Islamic year in lunar calendar. 11 days shorter than solar calendar so Ramadan moves every year. 
Jihad (‘to strive’) - There are two forms of jihad.  
Greater Jihad- the daily struggle and inner spiritual striving to live as a Muslim. 
Lesser Jihad – the physical struggle or holy war in defence of Islam. 
Id-ul-Adha – Festival of sacrifice – commemorate the sacrifice of a sheep by Ibrahim instead of his son, Ishma’il. Id –ul Fitr – Festival of fast-breaking – end of Ramadan. 
Ashura – day of sorrow & inspiration. Falls on the 10th day of month of Muharram. V Important day for Shia – commemorate death of Husayn. 
Ten Obligatory Acts (Furu ad-Din) – most important practices in Shia Islam.  

2. Salah Types of prayer 
Prayer is most important way to worship God. Expected 5 times 
a day. Give thanks and submit to Allah. ‘Prayer prohibits 
immorality and wrongdoing.’ (Q 29). Preparation for prayer 
includes being respectful and showing reverence and 
concentration. Part of this is Wudu – ceremonial washing of 
body – hands, mouth, nose face, arms, head and feet. Sign of 
inner cleanliness. Sunnah indicates Muslims should pray 5X 
from dawn to dusk. Prayer involves prostration in ra’kah – 
movements of prayer. Facing Mecca.  

Jumu’ah are congregational prayers which happen on a Friday at midday. 
Men are expected to attend the mosque.  
Du’a is personal prayer which takes place after prayers of duty. 
If Muslims miss a prayer they should make it up – ‘If one of you sleeps or 
misses a prayer…let him offer the prayer when he remembers.’ Hadith.  

When Muhammad went on night journey he received the instruction from 
Allah through negotiation of Musa to pray 5X a day. 

1. The Shahadah
The declaration of faith which says ‘There is no god but God and 
Muhammad is his prophet.’ The other four pillars are outward 
expressions of this deeply held belief. ‘God witnesses there is no 
deity except Him.’ Q 3 
Shahadah is repeated in Salah daily and also in call to prayer. 
Furthermore, these are first words whispered into new born 
baby’s ear. Testament to monotheism (belief in one God). 1st 
pillar said to become a Muslim or revert; all born Muslims and 
so return to faith. 
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3. Zakah 4. Sawm 5. Hajj 

All Muslims are expected to perform Zakah as a regular duty by 
giving 2.5 %. Qur’an commands to give to those in need. It is an 
obligation and a form of worship. Zakah is a sign of cleansing 
and purity. Wealth can cause greed which is evil, Zakah is a way 
of purifying wealth. Our wealth is not ours but given by God and 
must be shared with other humans for benefit of all. Humans 
have a role as khalifahs (stewards) – God’s representatives on 
earth. That means that humans are looking after this world and 
possessions to pass on to the next generation. Therefore 
Muslims should view possessions as their own. The Prophet 
Muhammad practiced zakah as a practice when he became ruler 
in Medina. Those that can receive Zakah include the poor, 
needy and travellers. There are also Muslim charities such as 
Islamic Relief and Muslim Aid which focus on healthcare and 
education projects in developing countries. Sadaqah is giving 
from the heart out of generosity and compassion 

Fasting should take place during Ramadan and is considered 
the holiest month of the year because it is the month when 
Prophet Muhammad first received revelation of the Qur’an. 
Fasting is a way of practicing self-control by refraining from 
eating, drinking, smoking and sex from dawn til dusk for 30 
days. It is a time of purity and worship. Starts with new moon 
and ends with Id-ul-Fitr (celebration). Fasting is broken each 
day after the sun has set with the iftar meal. These meals are 
often very social with friends, family and neighbours. Muslims 
recite the whole Qur’an over Ramadan during special night 
prayers. On 27th day, Muslims celebrate Laylat-ul-Qadr – Night 
of Power – revelation of Qur’an. Why do Muslims Fast? 
Commanded in Quran. Follows example of Prophet. Brings 
Muslims closer to each other. Worship Allah. Reminds Muslims 
of hungry and poor. Promotes self-control. 
Who should fast? All except those young, ill, travelling. 

Only pillar that is not compulsory. Compulsory for those who are able to 
make it physically and financially. Hajj is often the ambition of a lifetime. Haji 
(male) and Hajjah (female) are special titles for those who complete Hajj – 
great honour.  
Importance – Ibrahim threw stones at devil to drive him away when he was 
being tempted not to follow God’s order to sacrifice Isma’il. Ibrahim’s wife, 
Hajar, searched frantically for water in desert. Miraculously shown Zamzam 
well. Ibrahim built Ka’ba. Mecca was where Prophet was born, received 
revelations, returned to reclaim city. Hajj takes believers to sacred sites 
around Mecca, Saudi Arabia. Muslim men will wear two white sheets. 
Women must wear plain long garment. State of Ihram – purity during Hajj. 
Key events – Tawaf – circling Kaba. Walk 7 times between Mawah and Safa 
like Hajar. Drink from Zamzam well. Wukuf –standing on plain of Arafat 
remembering God’s forgiveness. Mina – throwing stones pillars 
(representing devil.)  

Greater Jihad Lesser Jihad 10 Obligatory Acts (Shi’a) 
Duty to remove evil from society, Muslims must fight for 
justice in the world when you have removed evil from 
your own life. Greater Jihad is struggle within oneself. It is 
non-violent and spiritual. Jihad (struggle) is required to 
perform five pillars, follow Sunnah, seek justice and avoid 
temptation. The battle against laziness. Jihad is a 
commitment to be a better person to get up for prayers 
and to follow the Shari’a. Muslims should ‘encourage 
what is right and forbid what is wrong’ (Q.3) as part of 
greater jihad to make the world a better place. Muslims 
should be respectful of other faiths ‘To you be your 
religion, and to me mine.’ (Q 109. Part of greater jihad is 
tolerance. On his return from a battle, the Prophet said:  
 

Lesser Jihad is military struggle or holy war. In certain 
circumstances force should be used. Lesser jihad is struggle to 
remove evil from society.  
Origins 
When Prophet Muhammad and early Muslims were being 
attacked and oppressed by the Meccans, no choice but to 
engage.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Conditions 
Not aggressive but self-defence. 
It should be proportionate.  
Must have a legitimate authority or state behind it.  
Civilans must not be harmed.  
Islamic Extremism  
Some terrorists claim to be using lesser jihad in their terror 
attacks such as 9/11. However, moderate Muslims reject this 
idea since it doesn’t meet the conditions for jihad. These 
attacks injure civilians and are not from a legitimate authority. 
Islamic State is another example of a group using violence to 
create a state with Shariah law using barbaric methods. 
Muslims reject that this is ‘Islamic’. 
 
 

 

1 Salah Praying 5 times a day at 3 different points. 

2 Sawm Fasting during Ramadan. Fast is broken once 
the sun has fully set. 

3 Hajj Pilgrimage to Mecca & Karbala (Husayn) & 
Najaf (Ali). 

4 Zakah Alms given 2.5% 

5 Khums Tax set at 20% for causes decided by Shia 
leaders 

6 Jihad Striving in the way of Allah 

7 Amrbil ma’roof Encouraging good actions 

8 Nahi anil 
munkar 

Discouraging evil actions 

9 Tawalla Association with good people eg those who 
follow the ahl al -bayt 

10 Tabarra Dissociation with evil people 

1st 4 obligatory acts are found in Sunni 5 pillars. Excludes Shahadah.  

 

“Fight in the way of God those 

who fight against you but do not 

transgress.” (Quran 2) 
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Other Festivals Ids Ashura 
Mawlid an-Nabi – Birth of the prophet. It is a public holiday in 

many Muslim countries. Muslim Britons celebrate this day 
with joyful processions.  
 
Laylat-ul-Qadr – Night of Power. Celebrated during 
Ramadan because it was first revelation of the Qur’an.  
 
Laylat-ul-Miraj – Night journey. Celebrate time when 
Prophet Muhammad travelled to Jerusalem and then to 
heaven to the presence of Allah. Muslims tell the story to 
children and recite special prayers. Events at mosque.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Laylat ul-Bara’at – Night of the full moon before 
Ramadan. The night Muhammad would begin his 
preparations for Ramadan. Some Muslims stay up all 
night reciting the Qur’an. 
 
Muharram  
1st month of Muslim calendar, same month as Hijrah. 
More significant for Shi’a then Sunnis. Refrain from 
joyous events as Husayn was martyred.  

Id-ul-Adha – festival of sacrifice. 

Abraham -  Ibrahim! 
Marks end of annual Hajj pilgrimage. 
Chance for whole Ummah to celebrate, special for all 
Muslims not just those on Hajj. 
Origins 
Ibrahim’s commitment to God in being willing to sacrifice 
his son, Ishmael.  
God was testing Ibrahim and provided a sheep for him to 
sacrifice instead.  
 
Key events 
Gifts bought, new clothes, food prepared, arrangements 
made for sacrifice. 
Visit mosque to pray, visit friends/relatives. Not official 
holiday in UK. Sacrifice an animal. People ask a butcher 
to slaughter a sheep for them and share the meat with 
the community. Giving this meat to the poor is a sacred 
duty. 
This Id should be a day of true sacrifice not in terms of 
animals or meat but in terms of a sacrifice within the 
heart of each Muslim. 
 
 

Id-ul-Fitr – Festival of fast-breaking 

Fasting! 
At end of Ramadan. Public holiday in Muslim majority 
countries, not in UK.  
Key events 
Decorate homes with colourful light, banners, flags. 
Dress in best new clothes. Gather in mosques. Say ‘Id 
Mubarak’. Visit family and friends. Give gifts /money to 
children. Eat a delicious meal. Give to poor. Cultural 
celebrations India- women apply Henna. Turkish children 
given sweets. 
Zakah ul-Fitr – donation to the poor so that everyone 
can eat a generous meal at end of Ramadan. In addition 
to 2 

Sunni celebration 

Many fast on this day which was established by Prophet Muhammad 
as a day of fasting based on Jewish day of atonement. Time to thank 
God for saving Israelites from Egypt.  
 
Shia mourning – Martyrdom of Husayn  
Husayn was murdered and beheaded at the Battle of Karbala in 
680CE. Husayn is 3rd Imam and rightful successor of Prophet. 
Remember his betrayal and death with deep sense of injustice.  
 
Practices 
Processions, Plays, public displays of grief on the streets. Blood often 
spilled and people cry and wail.  
Day of great sorrow and self-mutilation with public grief. Often Shia 
will make pilgrimage to Karbala. Wear black, slap chests, chant, 
processions, re-enactments of martyrdom, men beat themselves 
with chains and cut heads with swords.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ashura in Britain 
Not a public holiday but Shia Muslims may be given permission to 
have day off school. Public marches in London and Manchester. Not 
often bloodletting but instead may give blood. 
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FRENCH - KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER YEAR 10
   La météo Weather Forecast
le temps the weather; time

il y a des nuages it’s cloudy

du brouillard foggy 

des orages stormy

du soleil sunny

du vent windy

il neige it’s snowing

il pleut it’s raining

il fait beau it’s nice / sunny weather

au printemps in springtime

au bord de la mer at the seaside

à la campagne in the countryside

il y a trop de bruit it’s too noisy

la pêche fishing

un rendez-vous a meet-up

se reposer to relax

rester au lit to stay in bed

la chambre d’hôte guest room, B&B

l’auberge de jeunesse youth hostel

le gîte holiday cottage

le propriétaire the owner

la colonie de vacances holiday camp

une station balnéaire a seaside resort

un sac de couchage a sleeping bag

louer to rent

loger to stay

compter (sur) to count (upon)

le séjour the stay, visit

le porte-monnaie purse, wallet

aimer mieux to prefer

Le temps                The Time

hier hier plus tard later

aujourd’hui today puis then

demain tomorrow puisque since

le lendemain the next day une fois once

depuis un jour for (since) one day le matin (in) the morning

une quinzaine de jours a fortnight le soir (in) the evening

d’abord firstly l’après-midi (in) the afternoon

d’habitude usually en été in summer

enfin finally en hiver in winter

ensuite next

Les Vacances - Holidays

si j’étais richesi j’étais riche - if I was rich- if I was rich  

j’achèterais - I would buy

je préférerais + infinitive - I would prefer to...

après m’être levé(e) - after having got up

après avoir mangé - after having eaten

je mangerai - I will eat

hier

jeudi

aujourd’hui
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lire un roman to read a novel

faire to do (or to make)

un stage de surf a surfing course

faire de l’escalade to do (go) climbing

la planche à voile sailing

du VTT Mountain Biking

faire des achats to do the shopping

se bronzer to get a tan, sunbathe

nager to swim

la piste cyclable cycle path/lane

Il faut you must

trouver to find

Il vaut mieux + inf it would be better to…

plein de lots of

en plein air in the open air

découvrir to discover

voyager to travel

se déplacer to get around

à pied on foot

à vélo by bike

en voiture by car

en bateau by boat

en avion by plane

la station de ski ski resort

Les bâtiments Buildings
l’église church

la bibliothèque library

le château castle

la gare train station

la gare routière bus station

l’hôtel de ville Town Hall

la mairie Town Hall

le magasin shop

l’arrêt d’autobus bus stop

là-bas over there

minable pathetic

obliger to force

sauf except

déçu(e) disappointed

complet full

essayer to try

sale dirty

propre clean

en panne out of order

Les pays        Countries
je suis allé(e) I went au Pays-Bas in/to the Netherlands

nous sommes allé(e)s we went aux Pays de Galles in/to Wales

j’irai I will go en Suisse in/to Switzerland

nous allons visiter we are going to visit en Écosse in/to Scotland

en Allemagne in/to  Germany à l’étranger abroad

en Angleterre in/to England

Les activités Activities

La nourriture             Food
un repas a meal goûter to taste
j’ai soif I’m thirsty plutôt rather
j’ai faim I’m hungry salé salty (sale = dirty)
le plat du jour meal/dish of the day
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Physical Landscapes in the UK

Relief of the UK

Relief of the UK 
can be divided 
into uplands and 
lowlands. Each 
have their own 
characteristics. 

Key

Lowlands

Uplands

Mechanical Weathering Example: Freeze-thaw weathering

Stage One

Water seeps 
into cracks and 
fractures in the 
rock. 

Stage Two
When the water 
freezes, it 
expands about 
9%. This wedges 
apart the rock.

Stage Three

With repeated 
freeze-thaw 
cycles, the rock 
breaks off.

Areas 
+600m: 
Peaks and 
ridges cold, 
misty and 
snow
common.
i.e. Scotland 

Areas -
200m: Flat 
or rolling 
hills. 
Warmer 
weather. 
i.e. Fens

Types of Erosion

The break down and transport of rocks –
smooth, round and sorted.

Attrition Rocks that bash together to 
become smooth/smaller.

Solution A chemical reaction that 
dissolves rocks.

Abrasion Rocks hurled at the base of a 
cliff to break pieces apart. 

Hydraulic 
Action

Water enters cracks in the cliff, 
air compresses, causing the 
crack to expand.

Types of Transportation

A natural process by which eroded material 
is carried/transported. 

Solution Minerals dissolve in water 
and are carried along.

Suspension Sediment is carried along in 
the flow of the water.

Saltation Pebbles that bounce along 
the sea/river bed.

Traction Boulders that roll along a 
river/sea bed by the force of 
the flowing water.

Mass Movement

A large movement of soil and rock debris that
moves down slopes in response to the pull of 
gravity in a vertical direction.

1 Rain saturates the permeable rock above 
the impermeable rock making it heavy.

2 Waves or a river will erode the base of the 
slope making it unstable.

3
Eventually the weight of the permeable rock
above the impermeable rock weakens and 
collapses.

4 The debris at the base of the cliff is then 
removed and transported by waves or river.

Types of Weathering

Weathering is the breakdown of rocks where 
they are.

Carbonation
Breakdown of rock by 
changing its chemical 

composition.

Mechanical 
Breakdown of rock without 

changing its chemical 
composition. 

How do waves form?

Waves are created by wind blowing over the surface of the 
sea. As the wind blows over the sea, friction is created -

producing a swell in the water.

Why do waves break?

1 Waves start out at sea. 

2 As waves approaches the shore, friction slows the base.

3 This causes the orbit to become elliptical.

4 Until the top of the wave breaks over. 

Types of Waves

Constructive Waves Destructive Waves

This wave has a swash that is stronger
than the backwash. This therefore builds 

up the coast.

This wave has a backwash that is 
stronger than the swash. This therefore 

erodes the coast.

Size of waves

• Fetch how 
far the wave 
has travelled

• Strength of 
the wind. 

• How long the 
wind has 
been 
blowing for.

Formation of Bays and Headlands

1) Waves attack the 
coastline.

2) Softer rock is eroded by 
the sea quicker forming 
a bay, calm area cases 
deposition.

3) More resistant rock is 
left jutting out into the 
sea. This is a headland 
and is now more 
vulnerable to erosion.

What is Deposition?

When the sea or river loses energy, it drops the 
sand, rock particles and pebbles it has been 

carrying. This is called deposition. Bay

Headland

Soft rock

Hard rock

Formation of Coastal Stack

1) Hydraulic action widens cracks in the cliff face 
over time.

2) Abrasion forms a wave cut notch between HT and 
LT.

3) Further abrasion widens the wave cut notch to 
from a cave.

4) Caves from both sides of the headland break 
through to form an arch.

5) Weather above/erosion below –arch collapses 
leaving stack. 

6) Further weathering and erosion eaves a stump.

Example: 
Old Harry 

Rocks, 
Dorset

Unit 1c

Formation of Coastal Spits - Deposition

1) Swash moves up the beach at the angle of the prevailing wind.
2) Backwash moves down the beach at 90° to coastline, due to gravity. 
3) Zigzag movement (Longshore Drift) transports material along beach. 
4) Deposition causes beach to extend, until reaching a river estuary.
5) Change in prevailing wind direction forms a hook.
6) Sheltered area behind spit encourages deposition, salt marsh forms. 

Example: 
Dawlish 
Warren 

Spit

GEOGRAPHY
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Coastal Defences 

Hard Engineering Defences

Groynes Wood barriers 
prevent 
longshore drift,
so the beach 
can build up.

Beach still accessible.
No deposition further 
down coast = erodes
faster.

Sea Walls Concrete walls 
break up the 
energy of the 
wave . Has a lip 
to stop waves 
going over.

Long life span
Protects from flooding
Curved shape 
encourages erosion of 
beach deposits.

Gabions or 
Rip Rap

Cages of 
rocks/boulders 
absorb the 
waves energy,
protecting the 
cliff behind.

Cheap
Local material can be 
used to look less 
strange.
Will need replacing.

Soft Engineering Defences

Beach 
Nourishment 

Beaches built 
up with sand,
so waves have 
to travel 
further before 
eroding cliffs. 

Cheap
Beach for tourists.
Storms = need 
replacing.
Offshore dredging 
damages seabed. 

Managed 
Retreat

Low value 
areas of the 
coast are left to 
flood & erode. 

Reduce flood risk
Creates wildlife 
habitats.
Compensation for land.

Formation of Ox-bow Lakes

Step 1 Step 2

Erosion of outer bank 
forms river cliff. 
Deposition inner bank 
forms slip off slope.

Further hydraulic 
action and abrasion 
of outer banks, neck 
gets smaller. 

Step 3 Step 4

Erosion breaks through 
neck, so river takes the 
fastest route, 
redirecting flow

Evaporation and 
deposition cuts off 
main channel leaving 
an oxbow lake. 

Upper Course of a River 

Near the source, the river flows over steep gradient from the hill/mountains. 
This gives the river a lot of energy, so it will erode the riverbed vertically to 

form narrow valleys. 

Formation of a Waterfall

1) River flows over alternative types of rocks.

2) River erodes soft rock faster creating a step.

3) Further hydraulic action and abrasion form a 
plunge pool beneath.

4) Hard rock above is undercut leaving cap rock 
which collapses providing more material for 
erosion. 

5) Waterfall retreats leaving steep sided gorge. 

Middle Course of a River 

Here the gradient get gentler, so the water has less energy and moves more 
slowly. The river will begin to erode laterally making the river wider.

River Management Schemes

Soft Engineering Hard Engineering

Afforestation – plant trees to soak up rainwater, 
reduces flood risk.
Demountable Flood Barriers put in place when 
warning raised.
Managed Flooding – naturally let areas flood, 
protect settlements.

Straightening Channel – increases velocity to 
remove flood water.
Artificial Levees – heightens river so flood water is 
contained. 
Deepening or widening river to increase capacity 
for a flood.

Lower Course of a River 

Near the river’s mouth, the river widens further and becomes flatter. Material transported is deposited.

Formation of Floodplains and levees

When a river floods, fine silt/alluvium is deposited 
on the valley floor. Closer to the river’s banks, the 
heavier materials build up to form natural levees. 

Nutrient rich soil makes it ideal for farming. 
Flat land for building houses. 

Case Study: Dawlish Warren

Location and Background
South Devon, in between Dawlish and Exmouth – across mouth of 
River Exe.

Geomorphic Processes  
Longshore drift – SW prevailing winds  forming waves at an angle = 
movement of material along the coast forming a spit.
Erosion (abrasion and hydraulic action) – creating the cracks, caves, 
arch and stack at Langstone Rock.
Erosion – wave cut platform at                                                                      
the foot of Langstone Rock.
Deposition – sand /shingle beach.

Management 
Soft engineering : beach nourishment to replenish the spit in 2018.
Hard engineering:
• Wave return sea wall – to protect the railway & tourist areas
• Revetment – to protect the car park and tourist area
• Riprap – used along with sea wall to protect base of sea wall
• Geotex tubing – placed at the neck to reinforce it to prevent 

flooding along the river Exe in high storms.

Case Study: The River Tees

Location and Background
Located in the North of England and flows 137km from the Pennines to the North Sea at Red Car. 

Geomorphic Processes  
Upper – Features include V-Shaped valley, rapids and 
waterfalls. Highforce Waterfall drops 21m and is made 
from harder Whinstone and softer limestone rocks. 
Gradually a gorge has been formed. 
Middle – Features include meanders and ox-bow lakes. The 
meander near Yarm encloses the town. 
Lower – Greater lateral erosion creates features such as 
floodplains & levees. Mudflats at the river’s estuary. 

Management 
-Towns such as Yarm and Middleborough are economically and socially important due to houses 
and jobs that are located there. 
-Dams and reservoirs in the upper course,  controls river’s flow during high & low rainfall.
- Better flood warning systems, more flood zoning and river dredging reduces flooding.

Hydrographs and River Discharge

River discharge is the volume of water that flows in a river. Hydrographs who discharge at a 
certain point in a river changes over time in relation to rainfall

1. Peak discharge is the discharge in a 
period of time.

2. Lag time is the delay between peak 
rainfall and peak discharge. 

3. Rising limb is the increase in river 
discharge. 

4. Falling limb is the decrease in river 
discharge to normal level.

Water Cycle Key Terms 

Precipitation Moisture falling from clouds as rain, snow or hail.

Interception Vegetation prevent water reaching the ground. 

Surface Runoff Water flowing over surface of the land into rivers 

Infiltration Water absorbed into the soil from the ground.

Transpiration Water lost through leaves of plants.

Physical and Human Causes of Flooding. 

Physical: Prolong & heavy rainfall
Long periods of rain causes soil to 
become saturated leading runoff. 

Physical: Geology
Impermeable rocks causes surface 
runoff to increase river discharge. 

Physical: Relief 
Steep-sided valleys channels water 
to flow quickly into rivers causing 
greater discharge. 

Human: Land Use 
Tarmac and concrete are 
impermeable. This prevents 
infiltration & causes surface runoff. 
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Submission Formal acceptance of and surrender to authority 

March An Anglo-Saxon term for border 

Colonisation When one country encourages the migration of its 
people to another country 

Motte The mound of earth that the castle stood on 

Bailey The outer part of the castle, surrounding the motte 
and protected by a fence or wall 

Castellan The governor of a castle and its surrounding lands 
(castlery); its lord or a steward of the local lord 

Harrying An archaic (old) word meaning to lay waste to 
something, to devastate it 

Guerrilla war When small bands attack a larger force by surprise 
and then disappear back into the local population. It 
is a modern term. 

Genocide A deliberate and organised attempt to exterminate 
an entire group of people 

Tenants-in-chief The large landholders of Norman England who held 
their land directly from the king. 

Forfeit To lose something as a punishment for committing a 
crime or bad action. 

Tenure ‘To hold’ in Latin – it is a short, but precise, way of 
talking about landholding and landownership. 

Vassal Someone who held their land in return for services 
to their Norman lord. 

Magnate The historical term for a great man, an important 
and influential figure. 

Excommunication Cutting off someone from the Church community so 
that they are unable to confess their sins before 
they die, which people believed would prevent 
them from ever going to heaven. The idea was not 
to punish someone permanently, but to convince 
them to act properly so they could then re-join the 
Church. 

The submission of the Earls, 1066 

William won the Battle of Hastings against 
Harold Godwinson; however, the Witan did 
not recognise William as the new king. 
Instead, they elected Edgar Aethling.  

William led his army north in a path of 
destruction forcing the Earls to submit to him 
and swear loyalty to him as their new king. 

William the Conqueror: Norman King of England (1066-1087)              

Edgar Aethling: Edward the Confessors nephew.  Elected as King by the Witan in 1066 but was 
never crowned.  

Edwin – Earl of Northumbria. Land forfeited in 1071 

Morcar – Earl of Mercia. Land forfeited in 1070. 

Robert Cumin: A supporter of William. He is granted the Earldom of Northumbria. Killed in 1069 
by rebels after making the mistake of brutalizing the North.  

King Sweyn of Denmark: Led a rebellion against William at the Isle of Ely.  

Hereward the Wake: a local thegn who rebelled again William 1070-71 

Roger de Breteuil, Earl of Hereford; Waltheof, Earl of Northumbria; Ralph de Gael, Earl of East 
Anglia: These three Earls led a revolt in 1075 to overthrow William and divide the kingdom into 
three between them. They were defeated.  

 The Submission of the Earls – 1066 

The Revolt of Edwin and Morcar – 1068 

The Rebellions of the North – 1069 

Rebellion at Ely – 1070-71 

The Harrying of the North – 1069-70 

Revolt of the Earls - 1075 
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Fief Land held by a vassal in return for service to a lord. Also 
called a ‘feud’ (i.e., feudalism) 

Knight 
service 

The duty to provide a mounted knight to the king in 
exchange for a grant of land. The vassal had to ensure he 
had the right armour, weapons, and equipment to carry out 
their service.  

Barony The lands held by a baron from the king 
Homage To demonstrate allegiance to another person publicly. 
Regent Someone appointed to act for a king or queen when they 

are underage, unable to rule because of illness or out of the 
country. 

Demesne The land that the king or a tenant kept for his own use 
rather than granting it as a fief to an under-tenant. It is 
pronounced ‘de-mean’ 

Logistics The planning and organisation of supplies for troops and 
moving troops around. 

Slaves  About 10% of the population. 
Owed nothing; treated as property 

Normans thought slavery was 
wrong and sometimes freed 
slaves. 

Peasants About 80% of the population. 
Most peasants owed labour 
service to their lord, but some 
were ‘free man’ who could, if they 
wanted, take their labour to 
another lord.  

Feudalism reduced the number of 
free peasants and tied everyone 
closer to complete dependency 
on their lord. Demands for more 
revenue from lords put more 
pressure on peasants.  

Warriors The thegns of the Anglo-Saxon 
England: around 5-6000. They 
owned five hides of land or more, 
as did the local lords. Owed 
military service. 

The thegns were destroyed as a 
class and replaced by the vassals 
of the tenants-in-chief often 
knights owing knight-service, who 
were often also lords of small 
manors.  

Aristocrats The great earls were serious 
challenges to the king in wealth 
and power, with thousands of 
thegns loyal to them and huge 
revenues from their extensive 
landholdings. They were king’s 
military leaders and swore loyalty 
to him.  

Normans replaced Anglo-Saxons 
as earl, earldoms were made 
smaller, and earls became 
tenants-in-chief like barons, 
bishops, and Abbotts. All paid 
homage to the king in return for 
land and forfeited their lands if 
they failed the king.   

Peasants                                                                         

(Some free men, but the majority were bound to one lord) 

Under-tenants (Vassals) 

Tenants-in-chief (Lords, bishops, and 
abbots) 

William I 

Provided land to 
be worked 

Granted land and 
other privaleges 

Granted land and tax 
concessions. Provided peace, 
law, protection in return for 
loyalty and service 

Land service (farming/on 
vassal’s land) / Rent 

Military service in return 
for land. Tax (and reliefs) 
Justice (manorial courts) 

Knight service according to 
set quota. Tax (and reliefs) 
Justice (baronial courts) 

The feudal 
hierarchy of 
William I 

A Major 
Landholder

•they managed many estates and 
were closely involved in the 
economy. The  churches 
collected taxes to pay the king. 

Laws and 
legal 

documents

•The Church was able to 
interpret laws - say what 
happened before in similar 
cases. Bishops and abbots 
were often judges in shire 
courts.

Bishops were 
the heads

•The ran the cathedrals with each cathedral having 
total control over all the churches in a big area 
called a diocese. This was an important aspect of 
Williams control. 

•Church leaders owed William knight service. SO 
they were also part of military service.

The Church in England A Summary of key social changes: 

GROUP: Anglo-Saxon England Norman England 

Forest Laws: An important part of the sheriff’s role in maintaining law and order in Norman 
England was in capturing and punishing those who broke the forest law. These laws protected 
animals that were best to hunt and prohibited damage to vegetation.  

The Domesday Book: This is a recording of all landholders of each shire: what taxes they owed 
and if they should pay more. This survey was complete by 1086.  
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Year 10 Spanish - Cycle 3Esto es lo que llevo This is what I wear

la ropa clothing

llevar to wear

¿Qué llevas? What do you wear?

Llevo…. I wear….

los calcetines socks

la camisa shirt

la camiseta t-shirt

la chaqueta jacket

la corbata tie

la falda skirt

la gorra cap

el jersey jumper

los pantalones trousers

el uniforme uniform

los vaqueros jeans

el vestido dress

Las zapatillas (de leporte)     trainers

los zapatos shoes

bonito/a pretty

cómodo/a comfortable

elegante smart, stylish

guay cool

tradicional traditional

este/esta this

estos/estas these

ese/esa that

esos/esas those

aquel/aquella that (further away

aquellos/aquellas those (further away)

Estrellas con estilo – Stars with syle
los estampados - patterns de lunares - spotted

amplio/a - baggy de rayas - striped

corto/a - short apropiado/a - appropriate

de cuadros - checked distinto/a - different

estampado/a - patterned la blusa - blouse

estrecho/a - tight la cinta para el pelo - headband

de flores - floral el cinturón - belt

hortera - tacky el estilo - style

largo/a - long el pijama - pyjamas

liso/a - plain

¡Es imposible comprar así! It’s impossible to buy like that!

tiene un agujero it has a hole probar to try on el tique de compra receipt

está roto/a it is broken quedar bien to suit/fit vale right,good,ok

cambiar to (ex) change el reembolso refund vender to sell

funcionar to work/function ¿En serio? Really?

pedir to ask for Lo siento I’m sorry

En el centro 
comercial

In the shopping 
centre

los centros comerciales shopping centres

por Internet online

las tiendas pequeñas small shops

la agencia de viajes travel agency

las alfombras rugs

la alimentación food

la azotea rooftop

el juguete toy

la juguetería toy shop

el hogar homewares/home

La moda 
deportiva 

sportswear

los muebles furniture

la planta baja ground floor

la relojería watch shop

el anuncio advert

devolver to return

en línea online

hacer clic
to click (the mouse 
button)

la oferta offer

el ratón mouse

la variedad variety

primero first

segundo second

tercero third

cuarto fourth

quinto fifth

sexto sixth

séptimo seventh

octavo eighth

novena ninth

décimo tenth

De tiendas – At the shops

la carnicería butcher’s alquilar to hire

la chocolatería chocolate shop cerrar to close

la joyería jewellery shop
los  
complementos

accessories

la panadería baker’s loco/a crazy

la papelería stationary shop nuevo/a new

la perfumería perfume shop algunos/as some

la pescadería fishmonger’s ciertos/as certain

la tienda de disfraces fancy dress shop muchos/as many

La tienda de ropa clothes shop otros/as other

la zapatería shoe shop pocos/as few

el abrigo coat todos/as all

abrir to open varios/as several
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Year 10 Spanish - Cycle 3
Si ganara la lotería      -     If I won the lottery

si fuera millonario/a if I were a millionaire

si fuera posible… if it were possible

si ganara la lotería if I were to win the lottery

cambiaría de peinado      I would change my hairstyle  

compraría I would buy…

un montón de ropa marca lots of designer clothes

unas gafas de sol de marca designer sunglasses

iría a la peluquería I  would go to the hairdresser’s

tendría un asistente personal I would have a personal assistant

tendría un teléfono móvil de lujo
I would have an expensive mobile 
phone

viajaría por todo el mundo I would travel around the world

el coche cuatro por cuatro 4x4 vehicle

el equipamiento propio/a own equipment

la ropa de marca designer clothes

salir de fiesta to go out partying

¡Te he dicho que no! I’ve told you, no!

aguantar(se) to stand/bear llevarse bien con to get on well with estar en contra to be against a todas horas all the time

criticar to criticise llevarse mal con to get on badly with estricto/a strict al conflicto conflict

discutir to argue, quarrel pelearse to fight/argue incompatible incompatible el lío mess

enfadarse to get angry respetar to respect injusto/a unfair El permiso permission

gritar to shout volver a casa to return home justo/a fair La regla rule

llegar a casa to arrive home estar de acuerdo to be in  agreement razonable reasonable

Lo que hago por las 
mañanas

 – What I do in the 
mornings

La rutina routine

desayunar to have   breakfast

despertar(se to wake up

duchar(se) to have a shower

ir al instituto to go to school

lavar(se) los dientes to brush your teeth

levantar(se)   to get up

peinar(se) to brush/comb your hair

vestir(se) to get dressed

a menudo often

a veces sometimes

antes first,before

después after, afterwards

durar to last

inmediatamente immediately

luego then, later

mientras while

nunca never

raras veces rarely

siempre always

deprisa fast, quickly

tener prisa to be in a hurry

Lo que hago por 
las tardes y por las 
noches

What I do in the 
afternoons and 
evenings

acostar(se to go to bed

cambiar(se) de ropa to get changed

cenar to have dinner

hacer los deberes to do homework

merendar
to have a snack  
(afternoon)

pasear al perro to walk the dog

relajar(se) to relax

volver a casa to return home

cuando llego a casa when I arrive home

cuando me apetece when I feel like it

si mis padres me dejan if my parents let me

si tengo tiempo if I have time

siempre que puedo whenever I can

al final del día at the end of the day

aproximadamente approximately

el proyecto project

temprano early

(no) tener tiempo to (not) have time
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sueño con otra vida                              I dream about another life

ambicioso/a ambitious últimamente recently, lately

el canal canal vender to sell

cansar to tire comenzar/empezar a to start doing

igual same, equal Dejar de to stop doing

el pensamiento thought depender de to depend on

el puente bridge hablar con to talk to

la quinceañera 15th birthday party hablar sobre to talk about

recoger to collect/pick pensar en to think about

el sentimiento feeling soñar con to dream about

tardar to take (time)/be late volver a to do something 
again

traer to bring

Year 10 Spanish - Cycle 3

tengo inquietudes I have concerns
la basura rubbish

la contaminación contamination, pollution

contaminante contaminating, polluting

el crecimiento growth

el desperdicio de plástico plastic waste

la destrucción destruction

la extinción extinction

los habitats naturales natural habitats

las inundaciones floods

las lluvias torrenciales torrential rain

los mares seas

medioambiental environmental

el medio ambiente environment

la sequía  drought

la tala de árboles tree felling

alarmante alarming

en peligro in danger

preocupante worrying

por todas partes everywhere

trágico/a tragic

me enfurece I’m furious about

me da miedo I’m scared of

me da pena I’m saddened by

me da rabia I’m angry about

me preocupa I’m worried about

En busca de un mundo mejor  – In search of a better world
cuidar (de) to care (for) comprar produccos locales buy local products

proteger to protect ducharse take a shower

se puede/se debe...     you can/you must… no malgastar agua not waste water

reciclar.. recycle… ser miembro be a member

…cartón …cardboard de un grupo de presión of a pressure group

…latas …cans a diario daily

…papel …paper el compromiso obligation/commitment

usar el transporte público use public transport la concentración gathering/rally

ir a pie go on foot la conciencia awareness

ir en bicicleta go by bike las donaciones donations

no comprar not buy el espacio verde green space

envases de plástico plastic containers la prioridad priority

todo lo posible everything possible30



Venetian african

PhiliP treacy

Michael 
christian

Peter 
Minshall

Day of the DeaD MarDi Gras

Rio de Janeiro
Notting Hill
Mardi Gras
Viareggio Carnival
Trinidad & Tobago Carnival
Burning Man
Day of the Dead - Dia De Los Muertos
Cachella

Art communicating 
ideas in 3DUnit 4:

Carnival
festival, fiesta, fete, gala, celebration, parade, 
march, 3D dimensions, intentions, recording 
skills, visual language, primary, secondary, 
stimulate, designing, resistant, non-resistant, 
modelling, carving, constructing, joining, 
moulding, volume, space, surface, firm, structure, 
measuring, estimating, firming, assembling, 
finishing, investigating, properties, combinations, 
maquettes, exploratory, select.

Inspiration/Artists

Venetian Headdresses Philip Treacy
African Costumes Peter Minshall
Mexican Installations
Gargoyles Conceptual Michael Christian
Carnivals Floats
Festivals Masks Sergio Boldrin

Useful Websites
•	 www.craftscouncil.org.uk
•	 www.vam.ac.uk
•	 www.fashion-era.com
•	 www.culture24.org/am30786

•	 Experiment with a diverse range of 
materials,equipment and techniques when 
developing 3D visual language.

•	 Develop in-depth investigations into a 
range of professional 3D practitioners and 
analyse how they communicate their ideas.

•	 Imaginatively develop ideas that meet the 
requirements of the brief.

•	 Analyse and explain the progress of your 
ideas and your use of 3D methods.

•	 Consider and record Health & Safety 
constraints and the formal elements used 
in your work.

•	 Ensure your ideas have purpose and 
meaning.

•	 Understand that each material has its own 
set of rules and methods - but rules can be 
broken through experimentation.

•	 Take creative risks.
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Techniques, Materials and Processes: sculpture, 
clay, wood, wire, paper, maquettes, natural and man-
made fibres, weaving, construction, plastics, fabrics, 
mod roc, withies, paper mache

Carnival - a festival involving processions, 
music, dancing and the use of masquerade: 
Artists,	designers,	crafts	people,	sculptors,	interior	
designers,	architects	and	product	designers	have	
working	in	three	dimensions	in	common.		3D	art,	
craft	and	design	covers	a	wide	range	of	practices	
across	different	disciplines	to	create	objects	that	we	
may	see	or	use	in	our	homes,	in	public	spaces,	in	
galleries,	in	shops	or	in	the	workplace.
Working	in	3D	and	exploring	3D	visual	language	
requires	skills	in	handling	3D	materials	and	
techniques.
In	this	unit	you	will	experiment	with	a	range	of	3D	
visual	languages	whilst	being	inspired	by	Carnivals.

Learning Aims: 
A. explore 3D visual language 

and working practices
B. investigate how artists, 

crafts people and designers 
communicate in 3D

C. communicate ideas using 
3D knowledge and skills in 
response to a brief

Investigating 3D 
communication in 
3D involves looking 
at how artists, 
designer and crafts 
people communicate 
and take different 
approaches within 
their work.

Communicating 3D knowledge and Skills 
will develop through design ideas, meeting the 
constraints of the brief, exploring and experimenting, 
reviewing and improving, planning, presenting and 
creating final outcomes.

3D Visual Language and Working Practices 
can be explored through sculpture, ceramics, 
design, model-making, textiles and craft.  It includes 
the formal elements of structure, volume, space, 
weight, line, shape, form, colour and surface.  This 
can be through primary and secondary sources.
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What are Costs? 
Costs are the things businesses have to pay for in order to produce a product 
or provide a service. 
 
 
 
 What is Revenue? 

Revenue is the money generated from selling products or 
services. It is not profit, but the money coming in to a 
business from sales. 

What is Break-even? 
Break-even is the point at which a business does not make a profit or a loss – 
its revenue from sales and its total costs are equal. The number of products 
that must be produced/sold to reach this point is called the Break-even Point. 
 
How is Break-even calculated? 
The formula for Break-even is: 
 

Fixed Costs 
Selling Price per Unit – Variable Cost per Unit 

What is Profit? 
Profit is the money left over from revenue once costs have 
been paid – it’s the money a business makes once all costs 
have been covered. 
 

What is Profit per Unit? How is it calculated? 
Profit per Unit is the amount of profit a business makes on 
just one item sold.  
 
Profit per Unit is calculated by: 
 

Selling Price per Unit – Total Costs per Unit 

Use the following information… 
 

Selling Price = £1.20 per cake 
Fixed Costs = £350 

Variable Costs = £0.20 per cake 
 

To calculate… 
 

Total Costs for 500 cakes = 350 + (0.20 x 500) = £450 
 

Revenue for 500 cakes = 500 x 1.20 = £600 
 

Profit per Unit = £1.20 – (450 ÷ 500) = £0.30  

What are Fixed Costs? 
Fixed costs are things a business pays for that do not change depending on the 
amount of a product a business makes – so these costs stay the same no 
matter how many products a business produces. 
 

How are Total Costs calculated?  
Total cost is just the fixed costs plus the variable costs. You will, however, 
need to account for the number of products made when including variable costs. 
 
For example, if the shop’s fixed costs are £1000 and their variable costs are 
£0.20 per cupcake, their total costs when they produce 500 cupcakes will be: 
 

Fixed Costs + (Variable Cost Per Unit x Units Produced) 
 

£1000 + (£0.20 x 500) 
 

£1000 + £100 = £1100 Total Costs 
 

Label this Break-even Graph… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
What is this business’s Break-even Point?  400 Units 

Why is Break-even information useful for a business? 
Businesses who calculate their Break-even point know what output they need 
in order to be profitable; so, they know how many products to produce or can 
generate a sales target in order for them to make a profit. 

What are Variable Costs? 
Variable costs are the costs a business pays that change depending on how 
many products a business produces – these costs increase when more products 
are made.  
 

Give examples of Fixed Costs for a shop that makes and sells cupcakes… 
Rent for the shop would be a fixed cost because the cost will stay the same no 
matter how many cupcakes are produced and sold. The shop’s insurance, staff 
wages and phone bill will also be examples of fixed costs. 
 

Give examples of Variable Costs for a shop that makes and sells cupcakes… 
The ingredients used in the cakes would be an example of a Variable Cost 
because this cost will increase if more cakes are made. The packaging for the 
cakes will also be a variable cost, as this will increase if more cakes are 
produced. 

Work out Total Costs for 400 cupcakes when Fixed Costs are £2000 and 
Variable Costs are £0.45 per unit… 
 

£2000 + (£0.45 x 400) 
£2000 + £180   =  £2180 Total Costs 

How is Total Revenue calculated? 
Total Revenue is calculated by: 
 

Selling Price x Number of Sales 

How is Total Profit calculated? 
Total Profit is calculated by: 
 

Total Revenue – Total Costs 
 

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 

1000 

2000 

3000 

4000 

What does increasing selling prices do to a business’s Break-even Point? 
Increasing selling prices will lower a business’s Break-even Point, they will 
need to produce/sell less in order to Break-even. 

What impact does increased costs have on a business’s Break-even Point? 
An increase in either Fixed or Variable Costs (or both) will result in a higher 
Break-even Point for a business; they will need to produce/sell more in order 
to Break-even. 

£ 

Units 

BEP 

Revenue 

Total 
Costs 

Fixed 
Costs LOSS 

PROFIT 
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What factors do businesses consider when setting a price for a new product? 
 
 Income levels of target customers (how much they’re able to pay) 

 How much target customers are willing to pay for products 

 The prices competitors are charging for similar products 

 The amount products cost to produce 
What is a Pricing Strategy? 
 
A pricing strategy is a specific system used to set prices. 
There are lots of different pricing strategies that businesses 
can use, and some businesses use more than one on the same 
product. There are four you need to know for your exam 
(below). REVISE THEM! 

Pricing Strategies… 

Competitive Pricing is… 
 

When a business looks at what competitors are charging when 
considering what price they are going to charge for their 
products or services. It doesn’t necessarily mean they charge 
a lower price (though they could in order to be competitive). 

Psychological Pricing is… 
 

When businesses avoid using round numbers for their prices, 
instead choosing to end prices with figures like 99p. This 
gives the psychological impression that the products are not 
as expensive - £2999 instead of £3000, for example, is 
only £1 off, but appears a lot cheaper. 

Price Skimming is… 
 

When businesses charge a HIGH price for a new product or 
service because people will be willing to pay for it as it’s new 
and sought after. This price is then lowered over time as 
other products are released or the product itself becomes 
more common. 

Price Penetration is… 
 

When businesses charge a LOW price when a product or 
service is first launched and then increase the price over 
time. This encourages people to give the product or service a 
chance, with the hope that they’ll buy it again. This is a way 
of changing customers’ established buying habits. 

Why is it important for businesses to consider these factors before setting a 
price? 
 

If businesses didn’t consider what customers are able/willing to spend, then 
the price set could be too high – this would mean the business loses out on 
sales. If the product was priced a lot higher than that of the business’s 
competitors, then it would struggle to compete. If the cost of production is not 
considered, businesses could end up selling a product at a loss. 

Explain each advertising method used to attract/retain customers and outline 
why businesses may choose to use each method… 

 
  Leaflets – these are small handouts given to customers in the street or 
posted to people (not specifically addressed to anyone). Businesses use these 
because they’re cheap to make and can be kept by customers if needed (so 
they can be referred to for the business’s phone number, for example). 
 
 Social Media – websites/apps such as Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. 
These are used because they’re cheap to advertise and accounts are free to 
create. It is possible to target adverts and specific people (ages etc.). 
 
 Websites – multiple pages hosted on the Internet. Customers often visit a 
business’s website for information about the business itself or products they 
sell – it’s now unusual for a business to not have its own website. 
 
 Newspapers – these can be either local (in one area) or national (all around 
the country). Advertising here can be expensive but can get a large audience. 
It’s difficult to target at specific groups of people using this method though. 
 
 Magazines – magazine advertising can also be expensive but often 
magazines are based on specific topics or aimed at a specific age group/ 
gender, so this means it’s easy for a business to target their advertising. 
 
 Radio – Again this can be either local or national. Probably the most 
expensive method of the six. Adverts can grab people’s attention with sound/ 
music, but customers can’t keep any information or might miss parts. 

What types of businesses/products are each of these promotion techniques 
best suited to? How do they help businesses attract or retain customers? 
 

 Discounts – these are appropriate for all products or services. They help 
businesses attract customers, who will buy because of a discounted price, and 
can encourage repeat custom if the price is discounted again at a later date.  
 

 

 Competitions – competitions are often used by businesses that advertise on 
social media. They encourage people to interact with the brand, which can 
attract new customers.  
 

 Buy one get one free (BOGOF) – these are suited more to businesses that 
sell products, rather than services, and to businesses that sell products that 
people consume (use a lot of) – like groceries.  
 
 Free gifts/product trials – these are mostly suited to new products, so 
that new customers can test them out. 
 

 Loyalty Schemes – this promotion method is used for products that people 
consume a lot of or buy regularly, like coffee. These schemes are mainly used 
to retain customers, as their loyalty will be rewarded with discounts/freebies. 

What is customer service? 
 

Customer service is when a business provides assistance, support or advice to 
the people that are buying their products or services. Good customer service 
will mean people are happy to return, therefore retaining customers. It can 
also lead to a good reputation, which can help to attract new customers. 

How does each of these customer service techniques help to attract/retain 
new customers? 
 
 Product Knowledge – as more and more people buy online, businesses that 
offer expert knowledge can compete more with online retailers. This can 
attract customers. 
 
 
 Customer Engagement – this means that the business’s employees interact 
with customers in a polite way and makes them feel special. This can help 
retain customers – if they’re happy with the service, they’ll likely return. 
 
 
 After Sales Service – businesses can offer guarantees on products, 
maintenance and servicing. All of these additional services will help attract 
customers, but will also mean that customers return to the business. 
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Factors to consider before having a baby  Contraception  

➢  Relationship of parents (strong, mature and ready for children)  

➢ Finance (money for a home, nappies, formula, clothing) 

➢ Age (too young-immature. Too old- increased risk of problems) 

➢ Peer pressure- from parents, friends and society  

➢ Genetic counselling- advice about the risk of carrying inherited disorders   

Male condom 

• Thin latex rubber and fitted over the erect penis before sex 

✓ Protect yourself against STIs 

✓ They are free  

▪ Can Spilt  

▪ Ruins the moment 

Pre-conceptional Health (before pregnancy) 

Preconception health refers to the health of women and men during their reproductive years, which 

are the years they can have a child. It focuses on taking steps now to protect the health of a baby 

they might have sometime in the future. 

Female condom 

Thin latex rubber  and fitted into the vagina before sex 

✓ Protect yourself against STIs 

▪ Can Spilt  

▪ Ruins the moment 

 
 

Diaphragm or cap 

• Dome of thin rubber 

• Put into the vagina before sex to cover the cervix 

✓ Can be used with spermicide (a gel or cream that kills 

sperm) 

▪ Ruins the moment  

▪ Causes Cystitis  

 

Child Development Summer Term Year 10 
IUS/IUD  

• Coil or Loop- cooper device placed in the uterus-stops sperm and stops implantation. IUS 

releases progestogen  

✓ Works straight away  

✓ IUS- 5 Years IUD- 3-10 years 

▪ Periods heavier 

▪ Breast tenderness 

Combined Pill 

• Oestrogen and Progestogen- stops the release of an egg 

✓ Protects against cancer 

✓ Regulate periods and reduces pain  

▪ Bloods cots   

▪ Some medicines stop the pill from working 

Injection  

• Progestogen released and prevents the release of an egg  

✓ Lasts 12 weeks 

✓ Don’t need to think about contraception  

▪ Periods maybe irregular  

▪ Possible weight gain 

 

Mini Pill 

• Progestogen only- makes it difficult for sperm to get into the uterus  

✓ Suitable for older women  

✓ Used when breastfeeding  

▪ Periods maybe irregular  

▪ Some medicines stop the pill from working     

Health Professionals  

Midwife  

➢ The midwife will: 

➢ conduct the ‘booking’ 

appointment and monitor 

the health of you and the 

baby until the birth 

➢ Run antenatal  classes 

➢ Deliver the baby 

 

Health Visitor  

 

➢ May visit you in your home 

before the birth if you need 

support 

➢ Will visit you at home after 

around 10 days 

Obstetrician  

 

➢ Monitors the health of the 

mother and foetus during 

pregnancy  

➢ Will assist at the birth if 

required 

Paediatrician  

 

➢ Specialises in health of 

children and may be called 

during labour to assist if 

the mother or baby 

➢ Will assist at the birth if 

required 

Gynaecologist  

 

➢ Is a specialist in the female 

reproductive system  
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Child Development Summer Term Year 10 

Antenatal Care Birth  

Routine tests: 

➢ Weight Check  

➢ Blood Tests  

➢ Blood Pressure 

➢ Urine Tests 

➢ Examine Uterus 

➢ Baby’s Heartbeat  

➢ Ultrasound Scan 

 

 

Specialist Tests 

➢ ultrasound 

anomaly  

➢ scan/mid-

pregnancy scan  

➢ nuchal fold 

translucency 

scan  

➢ AFP (alpha fetoprotein) test  

➢ CVS (chorionic villus sampling)  

➢ Amniocentesis  

Stage One: 

Contractions start and are 

roughly 10 minutes apart. They 

become stronger and closer 

together.  

The waters usually break at 

this stage. Amniotic fluid 

tickles or gushes from the 

vagina. 

A plug of mucus that has 

sealed off the uterus comes 

away as the cervix dilates. 

This may be stained with blood 

Stage Two: 

The vagina and cervix open to 

form the birth canal. The head 

of the baby moves into this.  

The mother begins to push 

with the contractions  

The head is born first and is 

known as crowning. Pushing is 

stopped to allow the head to 

be born safely 

A cut may be made on the 

perineum called an episiotomy 

to allow the head to be 

delivered safely. 

The shoulders are born next 

followed by the rest of the 

baby's body 

Stage Three:  

Contractions begin again and 

these help push the placenta 

out. 

An injection of syntocinon can 

speed up the delivery of the 

placenta. 

Any tears or cuts with be 

sewed up on the perineum 

Neo Natal Checks (after birth) Post Natal Support (partner, family and friends)  

o Measurements: head circumference, 

weight and length  

o Mouth, neck, eyes, face and fontanelle 

o Hips, legs and abdomen 

o Hands and feet  

o Reflexes (sucking, stepping etc) 

o Temperature  

APGAR: (score out of 10) 

o Appearance  

o Pulse 

o Grimace 

o Activity 

o Respiration   

 

 

✓ Emotional support 

✓ Housework 

✓ Feeding the baby 

✓ Changing nappies 

✓ Doing night feeds 

✓ Playing with the baby to allow a rest   

✓ Bathing the baby  
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Signs and Symptoms of Illness 

➢ Vomiting and diarrhoea  

➢ High temperature 

➢ Tiredness/disturbed sleep 

➢ Reduced appetite 

➢ Flushed or pale 

➢ Irritable behaviour 

➢ Lack of a desire to play 

➢ Headache 

➢ Swollen glands 

➢ Cough 

➢ Runny nose  

Seeking Emergency Help  

✓ Breathing difficulties  

✓ Seizures 

✓ Unresponsive/blue/state of drowsiness  

✓ Floppy or limp 

✓ Rash that remains (after glass test) 

✓  Very high temperature (over 40 C)  

✓ Will not drink fluids (for 

babies) 

Meningitis  

▪ High temperature  

▪ Severe headache 

▪ Stiff neck 

▪ Dislike of bright lights 

▪ Rash that doesn’t disappear after 

glass test  

 

In babies: floppy and a swelling of the fontanelle  

 

Action: don’t wait for all symptoms- ring 999 asap  

Child Development Summer Term Year 10 
Asthma   

Difficulties breathing because 

the airways have gone into 

spasm. Coughing and Wheezing 

are symptoms. The child 

probably needs an inhaler to 

relieve the symptoms. Sit the 

child up. Never lie them down. 

If the symptoms worsen then 

call an ambulance.  

 

Seizures  

Also known as fitting, maybe caused by epilepsy 

or a high temperature. The muscles might 

violently twitch and can lead to unconsciousness. 

Try to let the fit happen and protect the 

surroundings with pillows if possible. Place in 

the recovery position until help arrives.   

High Temperatures  

▪ Normal temperature is between 36.5 

and 37.4 C.  

▪ A high temperature 

can indicate Illness 

 

Lowering temperature: 

✓ Warm clothing removed 

✓ Provide a cool drink 

✓ Give paracetamol syrup  

Childhood Obesity (poor nutrition)  

✓ Healthy children make for healthy 

adults  

 

• 60 minutes of active play a day  

• Healthy meals and snacks  

• Child size portions 

• Enough sleep 

• Being a good role model  

 

The Needs of an Ill Child  

Physical  

o Rest 

o More naps 

o Adjust diet  

o Lots of water 

o Checking condition and checking temperature 

Intellectual 

o Need quiet activities  

o Keep them amused and stimulated 

o Conversation  

o Visits from others 

Emotional  

o Lots of empathy  

o Provide company  

o Try to raise their confidence and tell them they will 

get better 

o Reassure them 

Preparation for a hospital stay  

 

➢ Role play (acting out their fears) 

➢ Visit the hospital  

➢ Books about 

hospitals  

➢ DVDs or TV 

shows about 

hospitals  

➢ Explanation and 

honesty  

Common Childhood Illnesses 

 

Chickenpox Red spots with a white centre, fever and the child feel ill with a headache 

Measles  High fever, coughing, spots clustered (day 1) then blotchy rash spreads (day 4) 

Mumps  Pain, swelling of the jaw and high fever. Painful eating and drinking 

Pertussis (whooping cough) Cold and fever, spasmodic cough and sometimes vomiting  

Rubella  Swollen glands and cold, fever, pink rash starts behind the ears  

Scarlet fever  Sudden fever, sore throat, bright red pinpoint rash (may peel)  

 

Treatments:  

All illnesses require rest, lots of fluids and maybe treated with medicines from the GP. Chicken pox will require calamine on the rash. 

Straws for fluids will be needed for mumps and steam inhalers may be used for Pertussis   
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House, Garden and Road Safety  

Hazards are anything a child can injure themselves on: 

➢ Unsafe chemicals 

➢ Power sockets 

➢ Water 

➢ Window to fall from  

➢ Furniture to pull over 

 

Garden Hazards:  

• Uncovered pond 

• Sandpit  

• Broken trampoline  

• Broken fence 

• Garden tools  

• Poisonous fruits  

 

 

Road Safety:  

 

 

Safety Symbols: 

 

 

BSI- Kitemark Mark- found on baby equipment to show it is safe 

 

 

Lion Mark: Found on toys to show a British approval 

 

 

 

CE Mark: European mark for safety- found on toys 

 

 

Nightwear Safety: has passed a test for slow 

burning material 

 

Age Appropriate: not for under 3s 

Child Development Summer Term Year 10 
Social Safety  

 

Stranger danger are the buzz words commonly used to refer to the 

important topic of teaching children about the inherent dangers 

they may face as they venture out into the world. 

Unfortunately, the world is a scary place and there are people out 

there who prey on children. 

 

✓ First and foremost, children need to understand what you mean by stranger. 

✓ Not all people unknown to them are necessarily dangerous – they need to understand the 

difference between “good” and “bad” strangers 

✓ This is important so children understand where and to whom to turn if they are ever lost 

or feel scared, threatened, or if they think someone may be following them. 

✓ If they are approached by a “bad” stranger who tries to lure or physically pull them away, 

the best thing they can do is get the attention of other adults – whether that is by 

running to the nearest home, or making enough noise to be heard by someone, the vast 

majority of adults will help a child in danger. 

 

 

The Pants Campaign is aimed at teaching children how to 

protect themselves from strangers. The campaign teaches 

children not to allow other to see them or touch their 

pants   

 

Internet Safety  

 

 

 

Strategies for staying safe on 

the internet: 

✓ talking to children 

about their internet 

use and how to be 

safe 

✓ explore sites and apps 

together 

✓ family discussions 

✓ set rules and agree 

boundaries 

✓ using safe search 

facilities and 

restrictions/parental 

lock 
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Unit 3 Planning construction projectsConstruction
Key words

Aesthetics - Made in an artistic way and 
beautiful to look at
Functionality - The quality in something 
of being very suitable for the purpose it 
was designed for.
Infrastructure - The basic systems and 
services that are necessary for a country 
or an organization to run smoothly, for 
example buildings, transport and water 
and power supplies
Commercial - Connected with the buying 
and selling of goods and services
Residential - Suitable for living in; 
consisting of houses rather than factories 
or offices.
Industrial - Connected with factories and 
warehouses.
Civil engineering - The design, building 
and repair of roads, bridges, canals, etc.;
Recreational -Activities that people do for 
enjoyment when they are not working
Regeneration - The process of making 
an area, institution, etc. develop and grow 
strong again
Sustainability - The use of natural 
products and energy in a way that does 
not harm the environment

Sources of information 

Planning and tracking progress

Tolerances 

Time and budget must be taken 
into account when planning a 
project. 
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Construction Unit 3 Planning construction projects
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Drama

Component 1
Live theatre evaLuation

Component 2
DeviseD theatre

TheaTrical SkillS?

Physical skills 

Body Language

Posture 

gesture

MoveMent

sPatiaL awareness

use of LeveLs 

faciaL exPression 

eye contact

ProxeMics

Vocal skills 

Pitch

Pace

voLuMe

tone 

Projection

accent 

intonation

tiMing

eMotionaL 
range

deLivery of Lines

Key Terms

Describe - to write what you saw and heard - 
how actors use theatrical skills.

AnAlyse - to examine in detail by looking at 
the different elements and to explain it.

evAluATe - to  judge or form an opinion, e.g. 
explaining what effect was created and how 
successful it was for the audience.

KnowleDge AnD unDersTAnDing of The PlAy

•	 Context of the play.

•	 Features of the style and genre of the play.

•	 The plot

•	 Characters

•	 Reviews of the play and production.

•	 Drama devices used.

•	 How relationships with other characters on 
stage were communicated by the actor.

•	 Stage Design and how the actors used it.

wriTing AbouT DrAmA

whAT is A sPecific exAmPle?
What did the actor do?
When did the actor do it?
hoW did the actor do it?
Why did the actor do it?

Interaction between the actor and other 
characters?

the outcome for the audience.

students must develop their ability to:

 - carry out research

 - develop their own ideas

 - collaborate with others

 - rehearse, refine and amend their work in progress

 - analyse and evaluate their own process of 
creating devised drama

 - realise artistic intention in devised drama

whAT TyPe of grouP member Are you?

Passenger:  you don’t want to lead and you 
aren’t confident  about putting your ideas forward.  
However, you will go along with what the group 
wants to do.

Blocker:  you find group work frustrating and 
you don’t positively help the group. You might tend 
to argue with others, refuse to co-operate or become 
distracted.

helPer:  you don’t usually lead, but you are happy 
to put forward your ideas and work with others.  
You may assist Leaders to see their ideas through or 
encourage others to take part.

leader:  you have ideas and are happy to 
express them.  You enjoy being in charge.  You may 
sometimes be frustrated if others aren’t following you 
or disagree with you.

style and Practitioners
Naturalistic, Epic Theatre, Semi-naturalistic, 
Abstract, Stanislavski, Brecht, Frantic assembly

grouP skills
Choral Speech, Choral movement, Counterpoint, 
Repetition and Echo, Synchronised, movement/
Unison, Canon, Banners, Characterisation, Multi-
role

rehearsal techniques

Character Objectives, hot-seating, Emotional Memory, 
Improvisation, Character Modelling, Back-story, Research, 
Internal Dramatic Dialogue

Drama DeviceS
still image       thought-track

monologue      sPlit stage

cross-cutting      mime

Physical theatre    narration

Flash ForWard     FlashBack

sloW motion 

marking the moment 40



Drama
•	 What ideas generally come to mind?
•	 What does this make you think of?
•	 How does the stimulus make you feel?
•	 What themes do you associate with your stimulus?
•	 Which characters do you associate with your stimulus?
•	 Which settings do you associate with your stimulus?

•	 What research will you undertake?
•	 What did you find out once you had completed research?
•	 What do you want to show through your character? What do you 

want the audience to see about them?
•	 What was the initial purpose of your piece overall?  What message 

do you want  to show?  How do you want your audience to feel?
Movement

Gait - the way you walk.

Posture - the position you 
hold you body when 
standing or sitting.

Stance - the way you 
stand.

Body Language - how 
you express your 
emotions through your 
body.

expression

Facial Expression - 
showing your character’s 
emotion by using your 
face.

When describing, focus 
on the eyes, eyebrows 
and mouth.

gesture

A movement, using the 
hand, that expresses an 
idea or communicates 
meaning.

When describing, 
describe in detail, e.g. “I 
used a gesture where I 
outstretched my hand to 
show I wanted to ignore 
the other character.”

interaction

Eye contact (or lack of).

Proxemics - the distance 
between  the characters 
that communicates their 
relationship/situation.

voice

Pitch - how high or low 
your voice is.

Pace - how quickly you 
speak.

Volume - how loud you 
speak.

Use of pause - pausing 
before a line of speech.

Tone - showing your 
character’s emotions 
through your voice.

audience

What effect does this 
have on the audience?

What do you want the 
audience to see/feel?

How do you know 
your performance was 
successful?  How did the 
audience react?

comPonent 2 - deVised theatre
resPonding to a stiMuLus

constantin stanislaVski

naturaListic

The magic ‘If’ Stanislavski said that the character should answer the question, ‘What would 
I do if I was in this situation?@.  Also known as the ‘magic if’, this technique 
means that the actor puts themselves into the character’s situation.  This then 
stimulates the motivation to enable the actor to play the role.

Emotional 
memory

Emotional memory is when the actor finds a real past experience where they 
felt a similar emotion to that demanded by the role they are playing.  They 
then ‘borrow’ those feelings to bring the role to life.

Subtext The subtext is the actual meaning and motivation behind the lines that are 
spoken and the actions taken.

Objectives and 
super-objectives

An objective is the reason for our actions.  What are we trying to achieve?  
The super-objective is an over-reaching objective, probably linked to the 
overall outcome in the play.

Given 
circumstances

The information about the character that you start off with and the play as 
a whole.  How old is the character?  What’s their situation in the play and in 
relation to the other characters?

Method of 
physical actions

Imagine a simple activity like cleaning your teeth and then imagine a 
husband cleaning his teeth whilst deliberating on how to tell his wife about 
his mistress.  This is a simple illustration of how a physical action can release 
the necessary emotions.

Realistic settings 
and characters

The objective of naturalism is to create a performance that is as close to real 
life as possible.  Therefore, settings and characters should realistic.

Bertolt Brecht

non-naturaListic

Verfremdungseffekt 
(The V effect OR the 
alienation effect)

Distancing the audience from becoming attached emotionally to the characters/the 
narrative by reminding them constantly they are watching a play.  This enables the 
audience to think about the subject(s) and themes of the play and possibly take action 
rather than just being entertained.

Breaking the fourth 
wall

Addressing or acknowledging the audience directly in order to remind them they are 
watching a piece of theatre.

Gestus Gestus is a clear character gesture or movement used by the actor that captures a 
moment or attitude rather than delving into emotion,

Narration Narration is used to remind the audience that what they’re watching is a presentation 
of a story.  Sometimes the narrator will tell us what happens in the story before it has 
happened.  This is a good way of making sure that we don’t become emotionally 
involved in the action to come as we already know the outcome.

Placards A placard is a sign or additional piece of written information presented on stage.  Using 
placards might be as simple as holding up a card or banner.  What;s important is that the 
information doesn’t just comment upon the action but deepens our understanding of it.

Non-linear structure Scenes are episodic, which means they stand alone and are constructed in small chunks, 
rather than creating a lengthy and slow build of tension.  Epic theatre often has a 
fractured narrative that is non-linear and mumps about in time, including flashbacks/
flash-forwards.

Spass Making jokes/including comedy to stop the audience from connecting emotionally to the 
characters.  The audience will laugh and then question why they laughed.

Frantic Assembly

Physical
theatre

company

combines music, 
movement and text  

- inter-disciplinary

chair duets

devised origins
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You must be able to know and understand the reasons why some people have 
to follow a special diet. You should be able to explain the various key terms: diet 
related illnesses, cardiovascular disease, coronary heart disease, stroke, obesity, 
diverticulosis, anaemia, coeliac disease, osteoporosis, food allergies and food 
intolerances.  

If we eat a healthy balanced diet, the majority of people will get all the nutrients 
they need. Dietary needs are different for males and females and change 
throughout different life stages like adolescence, pregnancy and old age. Some 
people restrict their diet on account of their religious beliefs and some need to 
avoid certain foods for medical reasons. 

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) - This is the general term that describes disease 
of the heart or its blood vessels. The term includes coronary heart disease and 
stroke in which arteries carrying blood around the body become blocked with 
fatty deposits (cholesterol) and consequently blood flow is reduced. CVD is linked 
to poor diet and lifestyle traits such as obesity, high blood pressure, a diet high in 
cholesterol and lack of exercise. To reduce the outcome of CVD it is important to 
follow dietary guidelines and eat a diet that is low in saturated fat and instead eat 
foods higher in unsaturated fat such as oily fish, nuts and seeds, olive oil and the 
recommended 5-a-day of fruit and vegetables.  
Diabetes: type 2 - The body may produce too little insulin, or the body has become 
insulin resistant and cannot utilise the glucose produced by carbohydrates. To 
help prevent this condition, people should follow the healthy eating guidelines, 
exercise and maintain a healthy weight. This kind of diabetes usually affects 
people who are overweight or older. If a person is overweight, they are twice as 
likely to get type 2 diabetes. Therefore, a high-sugar diet and high-fat diet should 
be avoided.
Coeliac Disease - The body cannot absorb the protein found in wheat, rye, barley 
and some oats. The protein is called gluten. People with this will need to avoid 
ALL food and drink with this in it such as bread, cakes, pasta and couscous. There 
are many gluten-free products on the market today which will carry a symbol on 
its packaging. People with this allergy damage the lining of the small intestine if 
gluten is eaten. This prevents the absorption of nutrients, leading to weight loss 
and malnutrition. Gluten intolerance produces a less severe reaction and people 
with this condition suffer bloating and diarrhoea.
Food intolerance and allergies - A food intolerance is when a person has an 
unpleasant reaction to a food or an ingredient. A food allergy, on the other 
hand, involves the person’s immune system. Some people are either born with 
or develop an allergy and will have to avoid eating certain foods e.g. nuts or 
eggs. Symptoms of allergies include severe skin rashes, eczema, diarrhoea and 
even anaphylactic shock. Peanut allergy is the most commonly known allergy. It 
causes severe symptoms which affect people’s breathing and causes anaphylactic 
shock. This is a serous condition where the throat swells up, preventing air from 
reaching the lungs. All pre-packed food in the UK must clearly state on the label if 
they contain any of the 14 major food allergens. Allergens can be written in bold, 

capitals, italics, highlighted or underlined on food labels. Cross-contamination of 
allergens must be stated as a warning on packaging labels. Lactose intolerance 
means that a person must not consume cows’ milk. This causes abdominal pain, 
bloating and diarrhoea. People with lactose intolerance do not have the enzyme 
lactase in their stomachs, so they cannot digest it.
Obesity -  This is the term to describe a person who is very overweight, with a lot 
of body fat. It is a common problem in Western society. The method to determine 
if a person is overweight is to measure their BMI. This is a measure of whether 
they are a healthy weight for their height and age. Obesity is when people have 
a BMI (body mass index) of more than 30. To control obesity, it is recommended 
to follow a healthy balanced calorie-controlled diet (following the Eatwell Guide) 
and to exercise regularly. Obesity occurs when the energy taken in from food 
and drink is far greater than the energy used in daily activities. Obesity can have 
a negative impact on quality of life and increase the probability of other medical 
conditions such as heart disease and type 2 diabetes.
Iron deficiency anemia - Iron is important in making red blood cells, which carry 
oxygen around the body. Iron deficiency anemia results in the person affected 
feeling tired and lethargic because organs and tissues will not get as much oxygen 
as they need. Good sources of iron include liver (avoid during pregnancy), eggs, 
red meat and dried fruit e.g. dried apricots and most dark green leafy vegetables.
Calcium - This nutrient has several important functions. These include helping 
build strong bones and teeth, regulating muscle contractions (including heartbeat) 
and making sure blood clots normally. A lack of calcium could also lead to a 
condition called rickets in children and osteomalacia or osteoporosis in later life. 
Losing bone density is a normal part of the aging process but for some it can 
lead to bone fractures. To prevent this, eat a healthy, balanced diet and take 
regular exercise. Vitamin D is also important for health bones and teeth as it 
helps the body absorb calcium. Calcium rich foods include dairy foods, green 
leafy vegetables and tofu. Vitamin D can be found in eggs and milk but is also 
made in the skin in response to sunlight.

GCSE FOOD AND NUTRITION: SPECIAL DIETARY NEEDS: MEDICAL CONDITIONS 
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GCSE FOOD AND NUTRITION: FATS

• Carbon atoms 
form more than 
one double bond.

• It increases blood 
HDL.

• It lowers LDL.
• Good source of 

Omegas 3 and 6.
• Reduces risk of 

heart disease.Cholesterol:
• a waxy substance in the blood
• HDL ‘good’ cholesterol
• LDL ‘not good’ cholesterol
• LDL can block arteries
• body naturally produces 

cholesterol
• cholesterol also obtained from fats.

• Two carbon atoms are joined 
together to form one double bond.

• It increases blood HDL.
• Reduces heart disease risk.

Polyunsaturated 
Fat

Liquid fats at room 
temperature:

sunflower / corn oils
whole grains

walnuts
flax seeds
oily fish.

Monounsaturated Fat
Foods containing monosaturated fat:

avocados
almonds

olives and olive oil
hazelnuts.

FATS:
• provide insulation and body warmth
• protects vital organs
• hormone production
• carrier of fat soluble vitamins A, D, E, K
• contains essential fatty acids.

Explain the difference between 
fats and oils.

Saturated Fat
Hard/firm fats at room temperature:

meat, sausages, bacon
cheese, cream, butter

pastries, cakes, biscuits
lard and some margarines.

Describe two changes that could be made 
to a recipe to lower the fat content.

• The least healthy fats.
• Can raise blood cholesterol.
• Risk of blocked arteries.
• Increases risk of coronary heart disease.

Omega 3:
Prevents blood 
clotting and is 
good for heart 
health.  Found in 
oily fish.

Omega 6:
Lowers blood 
cholesterol and 
reduces risk of 
heart disease. It 
can be found in 
eggs, tofu and 
seeds.

KEY Terms and Words:
HDL    LDL  Cholesterol
Double bonds  CHD
Omega 3 and 6

RDA/RNI
We eat too much! 
We should eat no more 
than:
Women 70g
Men 95g

Deficiencies:
• fat soluble 

vitamins 
deficiencies

• depression
• night 

blindness
• dry, brittle 

hair, skin and 
nails.

Visible fats:
• fat on meat
• cooking oils
• butter and 

margarine.
Invisible fats: 
• burgers and 

sausages
• cheese
• ice cream
• nuts
• ready-made meals.

High fat intake:
• weight gain
• obesity
• type 2 diabetes
• raised blood 

pressure
• heart disease.
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Rights  Why are rights important?  
Choice 

• allowing a choice of a GP 

• Giving service users the chance to make decisions about what they will wear, what to have 

for lunch, when to go to bed 

 

✓ To prevent individuals from worry/being nervous 

✓ To empower individuals 

✓ To make people feel valued 

✓ To raise self esteem 

✓ To feel safe 

✓ To instil confidence 

✓ To instil trust 

✓ To have equality of access to 

services/treatments 

✓ To have individual needs met 

✓ To prevent discriminatory behaviour 

Confidentiality  

• Keeping personal information safe and not sharing it with people who are unauthorised 

• Having passwords for computers and keeping files in locked cabinets   

Protection from abuse and harm  

• Staff having CRB/DBS checks 

• Making sure security measures are in place both for service users and their property, so 

that they both feel and are safe 

Equal and fair treatment 

• Providing a range of food options for those who are vegetarian or have religious 

requirements  

• Adapting activities in an Early Years environment to allow of abilities to participate 

Consultation  

• Telling service users what the options for treatment or recreational activities are and 

asking for their opinion 

Health and Social Care Year 10 Summer 
Maintaining Rights  

Effective Communication  

o Using appropriate vocabulary as it aids understanding 

o Not being patronising makes you feel valued, instils confidence and trust 

o Positive body language/eye contact makes you feel valued/shows you are listening 

o Adapting their communication -emphasising words/slowing the pace/varying tone/using 

gestures as this meets individuals’ needs 

 

Challenging Discrimination 

o Challenge at the time (explain to the individual how they are discriminating) 

o Challenge afterwards through procedures (refer to organisations’ policies- e.g. equal 

opportunities; bullying or implement complaints procedures or  report to senior 

staff/supervisor to address the issue) 

o Challenge through long-term proactive campaigning (Awareness sessions e.g. 

workshops/campaigns/displays/resources and Staff training) 

Providing up to date information  

o On times services open so that the individual knows when they 

can access services 

o Type of care provided the individual can choose what is most 

appropriate 

o On results of tests/treatments medical data so that 

individuals are able to choose/know the options/know why they 

are being treated 

 

By providing information about complaints procedures 

o write down what happened / describe the incident 

o retain evidence – friends might have taken photo/video 

o take advice – e.g. friends/family/Citizens Advice Bureau 

o talk to someone in authority 

o choose when to make a complaint – straight away or later 

o who to complain to / where they are based 

o where to get a complaints form 

o tell the service user the steps to take to make a complaint/explain the procedure 

Advocacy  

o Speak on behalf of service users who may be unable to do so for themselves 

o Arranging for a responsible adult so that the individual is protected 

o Using a third sector volunteer (eg. from Age UK) to help communicate a patient’s needs/they will have appropriate knowledge for the individual to best help them 

o Arranging for a social worker to speak to other professionals on patient’s behalf they will be able to act in the individual’s best interests 
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Laws:  
 

Equality Act 2010 

- Covers discrimination based 

on protected 

characteristics- age, sex, race etc.  

- Covers direct and indirect discrimination  

- Women have the right to breastfeed in public  

 

Children Act 2004 

- Aims to protect children who are at risk  

- Gives social workers power to remove children 

from families 

- Gives children rights  

- Encourages multi-agency 

working  

 

Data Protection Act 1998 

- All personal data 

should be kept up to 

date and accurate  

- Destroyed when not 

needed anymore 

- Processed fairly  

- Used only for the purpose it was intended 

Health and Safety at Work Act 1974  

- The working environment should not put anyone 

at risk- risk assessments/accident books  

- Equipment should be adequate and fit for 

purpose  

- There must be staff 

training on health and 

safety  

- The must be a health and 

safety policy  

 

Mental Health Act 2007 

- Aims to protect those who are at risk to 

themselves or others  

- Provides authority to take a person to a place 

of safety  

- Gives rights to those with a mental disorder  

- Practitioners must be appropriately qualified 

Health and Social Care Year 10 Summer 

Early Years Values  PIES Effects if Values not applied  

1. Ensuring the welfare of the child is paramount- putting the child first  

2. Keeping children safe and maintaining a healthy environment- DBS checks 

3. Working in partnership with parents- parents evening, reports  

4. Encouraging children’s learning and development- range of activities, fun!  

5. Valuing Diversity- activities about it, toys that reflect different cultures  

6. Ensuring Equality of Opportunity- disabled access, adapt resources 

7. Practising Antidiscrimination- challenging it! Be a good role model 

8. Working with other professionals- social workers, GPs sharing info about 

abuse 

9. Ensuring Confidentiality- no gossip, passwords on computers 

10. Reflective Practitioner- strengths, weaknesses and improvements 

Physical Effects  

- pain if medication or 

treatment is not given 

- physical abuse – broken 

bones, injury, bruising 

- Medical condition may 

deteriorate 

Intellectual Effects  

- Loss of focus 

- Loss of concentration 

- lack of stimulation 

- lack of progress 

Social Effects 

- exclusion 

- marginalised 

- withdrawn 

- poor social skills 

- anti-social behaviour 

Emotional Effects  

- Loss of trust 

- Humiliation 

- Embarrassed/ashamed 

- Stress/anxiety 

- Anger/become aggressive 
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Laws:  
 

Equality Act 2010 

- Covers discrimination based on protected characteristics- age, sex, race 

etc.  

- Covers direct and indirect discrimination  

- Women have the right to breastfeed in public  

Children Act 2004 

- Aims to protect children who are at risk Gives social workers power to 

remove children from families 

- Gives children rights  

- Encourages multi-agency working  

Data Protection Act 1998 

- All personal data should be kept up to date and accurate  

- Destroyed when not needed anymore 

- Processed fairly  

- Used only for the purpose it was intended 

 

 

Health and Safety at Work Act 1974  

- The working environment should not put anyone at risk- risk 

assessments/accident books  

- Equipment should be adequate and fit for purpose  

- There must be staff training on health and safety  

- The must be a health and safety policy  

 

Mental Health Act 2007 

- Aims to protect those who are at risk to themselves or others  

- Provides authority to take a person to a place of safety  

- Gives rights to those with a mental disorder  

- Practitioners must be appropriately qualified 

Year 10 Health and Social Care Summer 
Legislation impacts several different people. Below outlines which people are affected and what the 

impacts may be:   

Group 

 

Example of Impact 

Service Users 

(e.g. residents) 

 

 

 

• People can exercise their rights  

• Provides protection and safety  

• Allows for a better quality of life  

• Gives service users a voice  

Care Practitioners  

(e.g. care staff) 

 

 

 

 

 

• Practitioners will undergo training  

• Provides guidance on how to work and behave 

• Sets the standards of practice  

• Provides safe working conditions 

• Provides exact examples of how to work: Equality 

Act- must treat everyone according to individuals 

needs  

Service Providers  

(e.g. owner of the care home)  

 

 

 

 

 

• Service providers must produce policies and 

procedures  

• Service providers know what they have to do to 

operate within the law 

• Provides service providers a framework to maintain 

and improve practice  

• Provides them guidance of how to meet individual 

needs  
 

 

           
 
 

Personal Hygiene Measure 
Why this is important? 

hair tied back/covered Hair can carry bacteria, fungi and viruses which can 

infect others 

open wounds covered So that infection cannot be transferred to food or 

individuals and cause illness 

no jewellery So bacteria that may be trapped under jewellery 

cannot be transferred 

no nail polish So that bacteria caught in chipped polish cannot be 

transferred 

appropriate protective clothing 

 

So that bacteria and viruses from patients’ blood and 

bodily secretions cannot be transferred to another 

person 

appropriate hand washing routines To remove bacteria that could be transferred 

regular showering and hair washing Removes bacteria and viruses that can be transferred 

regular brushing of teeth Removes bacteria that can be transferred from your 

mouth  

appropriate use and disposal of 

tissues/antiseptic wipes  

So that bacteria or viruses from the tissue / wipes 

cannot be transferred to an individual or work surface 
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What are safety procedures? 

○ Emergency procedures (e.g. 

fire, evacuation) 

○ Equipment considerations (e.g. 

appropriate training, fit for 

purpose) 

○ Moving and handling techniques 

Moving and handling 

Moving and handling refers to how practitioners move and handle the service users. There are correct ways of doing this to 

reduce the risk to staff and patients.     

 
 

Year 10 Health and Social Care Summer 
 

Equipment Consideration How it protects staff  How it protects service 

users  

Training for safe use of 

equipment   

Provides guidance for safe use to 

avoid injury  

User not put in danger as 

equipment used correctly 

Equipment fit for 

purpose  

Equipment will not break or 

become unsafe when using  

User will not be placed in 

danger  

Risk Assessments   Assesses all risks that could 

cause harm 

User safe as risks have 

been identified  

Regular safety checks 

e.g. PAT tests on 

electrical equipment  

Safety checks allow for unfit 

equipment to be made safe  

User not placed in danger as 

equipment will be safe  

PPE provided e.g. safety 

goggles  

Staff protected from injury  Users protected from 

danger  

Security Measures 

  Checking external entrances to monitor who comes and goes. Usually through 

using CCTV  

  

 Keypad door locks to keep unwanted visitors out and only allow access to those 

have permission  

 

 Monitoring of keys so only those with permission can access certain areas  

 

Window locks to stop unwanted visitors and stop 

children/service users escaping  

 

 

 I.D. Badges allow for staff to be easily recognised. Those without I.D. badges 

can be challenged  

 

Reporting suspicions to your line manager can identify any potential 

security issues   
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Methods used to reduce the spread of infection 

 

General cleanliness    

• Cleaning of surfaces / floors / bins / toys / equipment   

• Use of appropriate cleaning materials e.g. sanitizer; 

antibacterial liquids    

• Deep cleaning   

• Cleaning of materials / bedclothes   

• Appropriate use and disposal of tissues / wipes   

 

Contribution of personal hygiene  

 

Personal protective equipment 

• Appropriate protective clothing – e.g. aprons / overalls   

• Use of disposable gloves    

• Work clothes / cover own clothes 

 

What events/issues would we 

need an emergency procedure 

for?  

Fire, Bomb scare, Gas Leak,  

Health emergency procedure  
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MUSIC
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Component of Fitness Suitable Fitness Test

Aerobic Endurance Multi Stage Fitness Test
Forestry Step Test

Muscular Endurance 1 Minute Press Up Test
1 Minute Sit Up Test

Agility Illinois Agility Test
Speed 35m Sprint Test
Flexibility Sit and Reach Test
Muscular Strength Grip Dynamometer Test

Power Vertical Jump Test
Body Composition Body Mass Index Test

Bioelectrical Impedance 
Analysis
Skinfold Test
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Volunteer 
How do you secure an apprenticeship 

or a part time job without relevant 
experience? 

Why not use the summer holidays to 
give something back to your 

community and volunteer?  It looks 
great on your CV and at interview you 

have something more to talk about 
then just your experiences at school.  

 
https://torbaytogether.org.uk/ 

https://www.countryside-trust.org.uk/support-
us/volunteer/ 

 

 

Where are the future jobs? What 
are the different jobs by subject 

compare and contrast salaries and 
roles… 

https://www.careerpilot.org.uk/job-sectors 

 

 

  

Careers 

Careers 

 
Careers  

 

CCaarreeeerrss  DDeeppaarrttmmeenntt  nnoottiicceess::  
 
Google Classroom  
Don’t forget to access the student wellbeing pages there is 
lots of information and activities relating to careers and 
future intentions is uploaded regularly. 
 
Guidance Interviews 

You may be a little confused about your future intentions 
please do contact the Careers Department if you would like 
to request a guidance appointment the best way to do this 

is email: careers@paigntonacademy.org 
 

Virtual Work Experience 
We understand that physically going into a work placement 
this year has not been possible. We have put together a 
virtual experience on the Careers Hub log on and take a look. 
  
Student Feedback  
We have introduced to the Student Council a termly 
feedback on the Academy’s careers provision. If there is 
something that you feel would benefit your year group 
please discuss with your House Representative.  
 

 

 

 

 

Questions about University, 
Apprenticeships, Funding, Work 

Experience?  
 

Researching and navigating websites for your 
future career can be a challenge The Careers 

Hub, a dedicated website, has loads of 
information for you to access and covers topics 

such as, Work Experience, College/6th Form Open 
event dates, Apprenticeships, how to write CVs 

and personal statements and finding a Job. 
 

Simply click on the Careers Hub logo on the 
home page of the Academy website to enter the 

site. 
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